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Foreword

All praises to Allah, who gave me the lifetime to finish this third of the three parts of

Tajweed Roles of the Qur'an, and may the praises and blessings of Allah be on our

beloved Messenger, Prophet, Mohammed to whom the Qur'an was revealed and

who taught us proper recitation of Allah's words. It seems this part was long in coming,

but Allah is the best of planners and chooses the best time for everything. With the

completion of this part, the Tajweed Rules of the Qur’an is completed and all the rules

needed for proper recitation of the Qur'an have been explained. I pray that it is a useful

guide for the student of the Qur'an, This part was finished after the Arabic was reviewed

by his eminence Ash-Sheikh Dr. Ayman Swayd. may Allah grant him all khair in this world

and the Hereafter

\ am very pleased that at the same time this senes is finished, part one has been

translated by some of my former students, now experienced teachers of the Qur’an into

French and Urdu. I ask Allah to accept this from the sisters who labored over these

translations and pray that these translations of the books will be of assistance to the

French and Urdu speaking brothers and sisters in the world.

There are always many to thank, and without a doubt this whole series would never have

taken place without Allah’s grace, Will, and assistance. I ask Allah to accept this from me

and to make it continuous charity for me in my lifetime and after my death.

One brother who helped a great deal after part two had been completed and then

erroneously printed without the red coloring was and is brother Ismail Davids. He

reviewed if before printing, reviewed it again after erroneous printing, and helped me find

a new printer to reprint the whole book over again. He not only helped with the printing,

but helped distribute the books both here in Saudi Arabia and in Australia. Brother Ismail

also reviewed this final part (part three) more than once, and painstakingly looked over

every aspect of formatting and found and pointed out many things not obvious to me, I

ask Allah to grant him the highest level in Paradise and to keep him and his family safe

from all harm,

My dear sister in Islam Ustadha Nazeeha Medani and her son Muwaafik Rajjoub

reviewed in detail the content of the book in both English and Arabic, and pointed out

errors and gave suggestions in what took a great deal of time and effort on their part.

May Allah reward them for every second they spent doing this, and grant them

continuous reward for assisting the students of the Qur'an in obtaining correct and useful

knowledge.



I can never thank my beloved and treasured teacher, Ash-Sheikhah Or. Rehab Shaqaqi

enough for all she has done for me over the long spread of time that she has been my

teacher. She has encouraged me at all times, given me great advice and guidance, been

extremely patient, and most of all. taught me a vast majority of what I know regarding the

Qur'an. Without AJIah's will and then her guidance, the last chapter of this pari on the

writing of the Qur'an would not be part of this book. It is the pad of the book that I feel the

most compassionate about since part of it is new material for the non-Arabs and not even

studied much by the Arab speaking students of the Qur'an. May Allah guide her always

and keep her and her children safe from all harm and grant her Al-Firdaws.

I also want to express my gratitude to my family who has always supported me and give

my special appreciation to both my brother John for the picture on the cover of part one

and my sister Edie for the picture on part three. Both pictures were taken near Westfield

Wisconsin in the United States

As usual, i thank my husband Ahmed for all the encouragement, patience, and

assistance that he has given me through this part and all the parts of this series and in all

my endeavors in seeking knowledge of the Qur'an May Allah grant him all goodness in

this world and the highest place in Paradise in the Hereafter. Ameen.

iXwilM £i«l tn.iru.ij. C jtwpwit-V

t'iv.ji.u t 1 0, 200e
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*Mjll The Stop

ji' The Stop

Introduction

One of the most important areas in the science of tajweed is knowledge of J 1

(the stop and the start).. The understanding of Allah's words cannot be realized nor

comprehension of His meaning be achieved without this knowledge. One scholar

described JjJi as: "The stop is the ornament of tilaawah, beauty of the reeiler,

announcement of the succeeding, understanding for the listener, pride of the scholar, and

through it one knows the difference between two different meanings..-."

Our righteous predecessors were extremely careful in teaching the knowledge of the stop

and the start and it is well documented in authentic chains that the sahabah and those

that followed them paid great attention to this knowledge. Many of the imams of recitation

would not give accreditation (ijaazah)
1

to a student of the Qur'an until they acquired

knowledge of the stop and start.

* * &
|--^llj. t >- ' dub " Siujl J J I

1

Li jJ

The linguistic definition of the stop : Halt and imprisonment.

V Wj k i-j ijlf v ^JL^- i-*J juf <4) »> j 4Ai/$

Its applied definition: Cutting of the sound at the end of a word, usuaiiy for the period of

time of breathing, with the intention of return to the recitation, not with the intention of

abandoning the recital.

• The basmalah is required after the stop when beginning a surah.

• The stop can be at the end of an aayah, or in the middle of an aayah.

• It can never be in the middie of the word, or in between two words that are joined in

writing such as stopping on when written as a joined phrase ^Jl in the aayah:

Ijaazah of (lie Qur'an is given to a student of the Qur'an who recites the complete Qur'an

with mastered tajweed by memory to a sheikh (or sheikhahj who has an authentic chain of

transmission to the Prophet, r, and the sheikh (or sheikhah) then accredits their recitation as
completely correct in all aspects and authorizes the student to transmit the Qur'an to others.

1



I The Stop

^ J 1 fuii Divisions of the Stop

There are three divisions:

1

,

^jl^y _jJ Z The Optional Stop : This is what was intended by the reciter by bis own

choice, without any outside reasons This is the type of that will be discussed in this

section.

2 jA—->Y ^—iji' The Compelled Stop : This is what comes forth to the reader as a

compelling reason for stopping such as shortness of breath, sneezing coughing,

disability, forgetfulness, and whatever is similar to these causes In these cases it is

allowed to stop on the end of the word the reciter was at, even if the meaning is not

complete. After the compelling state has passed, the reader then starts with the word

stopped on, and then joins it with what follows if it is a sound beginning:, if nol, the reader

then should start with what is sound for a beginning.

3 —*—

*

J’ The Test Stop : This is what is required of the student when being

examined or taught by a teacher.

Some scholars add a fourth division of stopping called jj.—ioij'i _ji J' (the wailing stop).

This stop is when Ihe reader slops at a word that has more than one way of recitation,

with the intention of resuming with the other way, when reading by combining all of the

ways of recitation while being taught by or presenting the reading to a sheikh,

^SjLs^*)|i wisjjf The Optional Stop

»-i’ '•**} Ji y‘;’L>V J' Li The optional stop is divided inio four categories

1. *Ij- Complete

2 . —•IS' Sufficient

3. j— Good

4. -vj Repulsive

2



The Stop

jillh uii jJi The Complete Stop

^ i &[4 JlJLJ +_i

1 ^ ^ «

.^sT
iJj-

-Ji'ji'* y : Us definition : It is the

stop on an utterance complete in meaning and not attached to what follows it in

grammatical expression or in moaning.

If something is attached in moaning, it moans that the preceding and following words are

attached in meaning, but not necessarily attached in grammatical structure.

Uj w—~ : Its rule : It is best to stop on it, and then start on

what follows it.

This category of is usually found at the end of an ayah, the end of each surah, and at

the completion of stories in the Glorious Qur'an. This is exemplified in slopping on the

aayah:

« jf ^ ^

[ 4
]
* 'f; I p /Master of the Day of Recompense] and then

starting with Allah’s words;
[ 5 ] 4 fr*. ^

[// is You we worship and You we asft for help}

.

Another example of a 3' > Ji is when stopping on

^ i ’
f.

.* s ' J

f
5 :»j—*Jl

] # 'T' ^ [and it is those who are the

successful), then starting with the next aayah; 4 ljyS 0] * indeed, those

r * /

who disbelieve. .] This is because the word ^ j 1

M

is attached to what

preceded it as to the characteristics of the believers, and what follows is separate from it,

attached to the state of the disbelievers.

Sometimes the scholars differ as to where in an aayah there is a -—

i

_xm, depending on

their varied opinions of the tafseer as well as grammar of the aayaat.

3



Tlu: Stop

The Sufficient Stop

JUJkj laJtl \ Lu * J iJM +J i'yS' --T _ll +J*

Its definition: It is ihe stop on an utterance that is complete in meaning, and is attached to

what follows it in meaning, but not in grammar. It can be at the end of an aayat, or in a

middle of an aayah. It is called —*"or sufficient, due lo its lack of attachment

grammatically to what follows, even though it is attached in meaning.

1

, jj k. 'JT jJjU tl.3 f ' _lJL 'j
1

I 4-iC- i » ,ii •. Its rule. It is advisable lo stop on it. and

start with that which follows, just as in the complete stop.

Examples of with the star symbol * showing in the English meaning of the

aayah where stop would be, and the word or aayah marker in red showing the slop in the

aayah itself:

> Stopping on the word ^ f They spend" is a jtT Juy.

I
4-3 :ijkJi

] 4 *UJl Jjjl Oy-*y_ ll 0>^-~ + $

'

^* j*- 1

And from which we have given them in wealth, they spend. * And those that believe in

that which was revealed to you.

> Stopping on the word i Oy*y~ ^ "certain"

And in the Hereafter, they are certain. * They are on guidance from their Lord

4



The Stop

Stopping on the word

ijjii 4”jp£ jj^Lu d£j Jii ii) >

[
30 :•*,»

] 4 -u-^j^ ty

4fid /mention, Q Muhammed/. when your Lon/ said to the anpete, ‘Indeed. I will make
upon the earth a successive authority.

" * They said. *WitI You place upon it one who
causes corruption therein . . ..

5



*»ill The Smp

. r *

j-j-J' The Good Stop

^«i'. UaJ *jjJ lip jJju* J stf Ji '•> Its Definition : It is the stop on an
*• P

utterance, complete in its meaning, hut is attached to what follows it grammatically and in

meaning.

It could he attached grammatically such as stopping on a word that has a subsequent

adjective, therefore leaving out the adjective, It could be stopping on a conjunctive

sentence without the Statement that the conjunctive was joining to. Another possibility is

stopping on an exceptional statement without the exception stated

«- i

can be found at the end of an aayah, or in the middle of an aayah, just as the

other slops

Reason for its name : It is called v—5- or good due to the fact that stopping on it leads to

understanding of a meaning.

» * ••

jlf !jj ^fl liii -v ^ j***i V * j
tr - -

j*-*
1 -i-A-itJ W>

Its rule : it is good to slop on it, but not good to start on what follows it, due to its

attachment to what follows grammatically and in meaning. An exception to this would be

the end of an aayah. Stopping on the end of an aayah is Sunnah.

Example:

[ 2 ^ ;•£ aL -Uj>JT f

Ati the praises and thanks be to Altih*. the Lord of the 'Alamtn.

i kj ^

Who believe in the unseen ‘and perform prayer, and spend out of what We have
provided hr them.

Note Some scholars may consider a particular stop >—> (good), while others consider

the same stop j'f (sufficient), and still others -L_: (complete). This difference of opinion

stems from variances in conclusions as to the make-up of the grammatical sentence.

6



The Slop

wii Jt The Repulsive Stop

J - A* J.J ^

;

*.. J.»T 'j V* i*

Its Definition: It is the stop on whai does not give a correct meaning, and that is due to its

strong attachment to what follows in grammar, and in meaning.

It would be (repulsive) if one slopped on the adjective without the noun, such as in:

I 2
| jO>

(This is) a mention T
of the mercy ofyour Lord

It would also be > (repulsive) if one stopped on the verb without the subject, as in:

|
ns :*-ddi

]
4 LgJy* Jli &

Said * Allah; "i am going to send it down unto you.

"

There are many examples of these. -v—ii’ —ij)' is not limited to just these categories.

Any lime the phrase is incomplete in grammar and meaning it is (repulsive). Some

other examples follow:

| 2 ]
#

.jjj yj y ^

All the praises * he to Atl&h. the Lord of the 'Aiamtn (mankind, jinn and ail that exists).

|
104 :.wVi

i 4^ .-fa.lt j^ill rU-Ul ty >

And (remember) the Day when We shall roll up * fhe heavens tike a scroll rolled up for

books.

[
si

3 4 <s~y j *>!} ^

And (remember) when We appointed tor Musa (Moses) forty* nights

7



The Stop

There are degree® of repuisiveness in -Joj, where one stop can be more repulsive

(^J
f

) than another place

Stopping on a phrase with no meaning:1.

Stopping on a word signifying a meaning other than what Allah, the Perfect wants:

i

[ 36
j

ft is only those who listen (to the Message) whom will respond
1

(benefit from it), and the

dead (disbelievers) '. Allah will raise them up. then to Him they will be returned (for their

recompense).

2.

Stopping on a word signifying the opposite of what Allah wants:

|
43 :«A—Ji

] 4 JLzJ ij I ^

O you who believe! Approach not As-Salat (the prayer)' when you are drunken

!
« I s* r

I
I

'SjT-
| ^ \%.i> dklLy "Ui ^

We have not sent you * (O Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah upon him)) as a
Haffz (watcher

,
protector) over them (i.e. to take care of their deeds and to recompense

them).

These stops obviously corrupt the meaning, it is then necessary for those whose breath

cuts off at these places to go back one or two words so that phrase is joined together into

the intended meaning.

3.

Stopping on a place that signifies that which is not a suitable description of The
Exalted, or that which contradicts our creed {note the asterisks for places that it is not

appropriate to stop):

j
26 : i JJ'

1

' v aw o! t

Verily, Allah is not ashamed * to set forth a parable even of a mosquito

9



The Stop

|
258 :i>J'

] ^ ^ ^'3 <S ^-4^ f

So the disbeliever was overwhelmed [by astonishmentJ And Allah * guides not the

wrongdoing people.

i * i / - " - Tf £

:J~)> I i -ij 0*^' ^ >60

I

For those who believe not in the Hereafter is an evil description
, and for All$h * is the

highest description.

4. Stopping on a negative and the exception to it follows:

f 19 :-l^£
| <*£

-Oil *^1 4_Jj V ^

So know (O Muhammad) there is no deity " but Allah

[
se :oVajt

] 4© Oj X!
sZ~a)J>- L*_j ^

^ A ^ ^

dncf / created not the jinn and mankind " except that they should worship Me
(Atone).

One must be very careful not to stop on these kinds of stops, especially the last two

categories.

5. _*#* (the arbitrary slop) follows the ^—j Jd». Some reciters stop on their own

whims without following the meaning and grammatical make-up of the verse:

yyU\ Jp i^jy. o~.i *

[
286 :i>J

] ^ vjgj

Pardon us and grant us Forgiveness. Have mercy on uS. You * are our MaulS (Patron.

Supporter and Protector, etc.) and give us victory over the disbelieving people
’

116
j
« J J Li

He will say.
1

"Glory be to You! it was not for me to say what I had no * nght (to say).

9



Its rule w^y 1

): These stops and those similar to them are not allowed intentionally,

except when compelled such as in shortness of breath, sneezing, or forgetting.

After the state that compelled the stop has elapsed, the reader then must repeal one,

two, or more words, as necessary to convey (he correct and sound meaning. Sheikh Ibn

Al-Jazaree pointed this out in his work: i' W

:**j*
*i*

J> , I" i i 1 I , ™ i

.

*xl 'vLjJI 1 ** a* vii* Jt dJ y

t? * > J

fj'AJ' JtijlI' The Required Stop 2

r •• m
m F -r

r
r f - _ -• . . - J1 i -1 "

i
^ * i

"
. -P _ <* . j > _ r Jr

f

bL oj * j *JL '-L* i a e- jjuJ' J 1 a
1 - V j O- “ j -«* ^ 11 J v BB * O - J

,
jJJiji

It is the stop on a word which explains the meaning, and this meaning would not be

understood without this stop. It is also called the required stop and it follows the

H

Some modern tajweed books add a sub category to bom me compile end sufficient stop called ^ ^

*j
K

- Imam AlJazeree dua rvot have these sub categories We should try to slop ell on *ur of JlT stops



The Stop

Stop signs in the Medinah Complex printing of the Qur’an

There are different printings of the Qur'an and scholars of each different printing have

determined when and where to put a sign for stopping, with different signs having

different meanings. The following signs are found in the Medinah Printing Complex copy

of the Qur'an;

Symbol Meaning Example

C This means it is allowed 10 Stop

on this word. The letter ***

stands for

4 lZjl> 4

This slop indicator means it is

allowed to stop, but continuing is

betier. The letters ^ tj ^
r

pronounced j-* mean J •' Ji

1 iF

A In this case the indicator means
that is allowed to stop, and that it

is better to stop. The letters: J J

^ are pronounced J* and mean

:

j}

*
I

* **
4 J

- J jP#
a

jX
t J

jF Jp # a,
a

4 UJ li
1 j**j f

>• This indicator shows that that is

required to stop and that not

stopping on this word could

change the intended meaning of

Allah's words.

'i

The word 'V is used as an

indicator either not to stop, or

not to stop on the marked word

and start on the following word.

Sometimes stopping on the

word marked this way is

allowed, but starting on the next

word is not.

of
'

JjljjT 0» >
li *

i -£j

11
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The Stiirt

The Start

The start in the perception of scholars of recitation refers to resumation of recitation after

cutting off recitation or stopping The start is only by choice in contrast to the stop, which

may be by choice or compulsion. For that reason it is demanded of the reader when
beginning, that he/she start his/her recitation with an independent phrase that conveys

the intended meaning, not attached to that which precedes it grammatically.

ua* 1

j
"ij* %> y iti] 1 jij cJjhLi'V *>n-

:

ij 1 n jiff
m w *

Its rule ft is allowed to begin with what comes after a complete or sufficient slop under

any circumstances, and allowed to start with [hat which comes after a good stop, only if it

is the end of an aayah.

Note This is only after a ij arid NOT after *—lai (stopping and cutting off

recitation).

The start can be divided into two types:

1
,

/U- t j*Y The allowed start

2. jJU-i v- *uaY The start that is not allowed tU^Y)

yU-' frUaV* The Allowed Start

Jb M* aJLS; V A- 4)1 «' ,1

Its Definition : It is starling with an independent meaningful phrase that makes dear ihe

connotation that Allah desires, and does not contradict it.

All starts after a *t: ji. (complete stop) or ^L_T _ji—»> (sufficient stop) are allowed, but

starts after (cutting off recitation) should only be after a Jiij. Starting after a Jiij

is allowed only if the start is the beginning of an aayah and this tU—a' can only be

after a ~ii never after *iai.
* W

Many scholars call after a J»*, ftf tUsji", (complete start) and iUiV after a

JlS”, ’juf (sufficient start), and v'Ji'i after a jj*, j—— (good start).

We repeal the warning one more lime. t is only allowed at the beginning of an

aayah which follows >. that was at the end of the preceeding ayaah.

12



The Start

jjV-' j* tU&'if 1 The Start that is not allowed

m * i, I * * *, * f . *'1 * * '

h — r. r t

iijxltjju •' i .s . A y jl ,^-U t'-UfV **l

Its Definition : It is the start that cancels out the intended meaning, or corrupts it, or

changes it.

tUiV1 can in this case run from to —

i

One type of y_—

j

(repulsive start) is

beginning with that which is attached to what preceded it grammatically and in meaning.

An ’v i' sUy would be when starling with a word that leads to a meaning other than that

Allah. The Exalted, wants, or a meaning that is in disagreement with our creed

Purposely starting in one of these places is sinful. Examples of this are as follows:

[
116 tiyLjl

] 4 I jJ) illT ^

And they say: Allah has begotten a son

. * ^ I' rfT
* > - * - 1

'
-r,

e Lj^pl j^A3 ^j]
IjjLj ^ JiAI^ ^ JJU #, ; « r -

[
181 :Ji^ Ji

]

Indeed. Afl&h has heard the statement of those (Jews) who say; 'Truly. Allih is poor and

we are rich 1.*

18 :W0l
] i /.jia-lj& ijiijl p: C£jL*!lTj oJOj #

And (both) the Jews and the Christens say: "We are the Children of Allah and His loved

ones.

"

A stop may be j—*- and starting on what follows i or repulsive, if it ruins the intended

,
•

meaning. An example of this is found in aayah 1 of

13



elvi^Sl The Start

A reader slopping on the word1 J I. would be stopping on a but starting

with what follows ^ I is a —-> ir (repulsive start). The meaning

would then be that of a warning, stating be careful not to believe in Allah. Obviously this

is a very bad start indeed.

t t
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$UU The Cut Off

jkiJi The Cut Off

*jj£ Its linguistic definition : The separation, to put an end to something.

^ ‘ <^i jJ its applied definition : Cutting off the recitation and

ending it.

With the cut off, the reader changes to a different state outside the state of recitation. The

*jai can only be at the end of an aayah. in difference to the —*; which can be at the end

of an aayah, or in the middle of an aayah. If the reader returns to reciting the Qur'an after

cutting off, then he/she should start with i-ii*—Vi
1

. and if starting a surah, the basmalah

also If the reader is starting in the middle of a surah, he/she has the choice of adding the

basmalah after the or not. Care should be given when cutting off the reflation so

that the cut off is on an aayah giving full correct meaning. The reader should nol tie

himself/herself down to stopping on the end of a or at a -s (half juz mark), or at the

end of a juz’. nor that hefshe start his recitation at the beginning of one of these sections.

Many times the end of these sections is very much attached to what follows it, and it is

inappropriate to cut off the recitation ai these points. A few examples follow of the ends

of (plural of juz ) that are very connected So the first aayah of the subsequent new

juzf This is nol a complete listing and there are many times that the end of a juz' is tied in

meaning and in grammar to the beginning of the next juz'.

f (® ® b'3 i' fW-^ >

<JJ (Jj

|
53-52

] 4 3

J £ - £

a *}} f
jUL. jjliSt J-illT bi '{sr* *

„ $

(Then sard: 7 asked for this inquiry} in order that he may know that t defrayed him not in

(his) absence. And, verily! Allah guides not the plot of the betrayers .
" *

“And l free not

myseif (from the blame). Verity, the (.human) self is inclined to evil, except when my Lord

bestows His Mercy (upon whom He Wilis), Verily, my Lord is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

"

15



1 he Cut Off

L* J->-1 V oJLs JLgi*j-sjJ *}y\ L* lij ^ yjjl ^Jjc #

<t * JT "Sr*

IS 0>*i~; C 'j-^" J 1 b>- £ -O 1 IjJjj

( 93-92 :i,3
) ^ t*} iUjl jillj ^y.jjt j^ ^JSJI ull 0

Nor (7s fiierse blame) or? those who came to you fo be provided with mounts, when you
said

1

"I can find no mounts for you" they turned back, while their eyes overflowing with
tears of grief that they could not find anything to spend (for Jihad). * The ground (of
complaint) is only against those who are rich, and yet ask exemption.

’& *>' '& Vl^iT jji J, r£L JUyiT oJti >

<j* J'« ]j>- i>Jli ji Vj j'^sa L*i * 3
I ^ t

|
55-56

“Do you practice your lusts on men instead of women ? Nay, Put you are a people who
behave senselessly." * There was no other answer given by his people except that they
said: "Drive out the family of LOt (Lot) from your city. Verily, these are men who want to be
clean and pure!"

It is therefore not appropriate to cut off the reading at these points, or to begin the
subsequent reading with what follows. The division of the Qur'an into ajzaa and other
sections is not pari of the revelation, rather it was done by independent judgment.
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The- Breathless Pause

C s .J l The Breathless pause

^ *

*5 ; its language definition. Forbiddance

~ VW r 'jr Jl wJ Lu_ «_j ij j-i

.

'
.i "y ^r*ji ^y w1 ^ "

Its applied definition: Cutting off the sound on a Quranic letter for a time without taking a
breath, usually with the intent of returning to the recitation.

Places that ^itje j* j* j***- has a

It has been related that y^ ’’ y would stop gently without breathing

while in the state of continuing his recitation in four places of the revelation.

J 1 ju* - Its rule: It is required to read these four places with a i- when

continuing reading in the recitation of Hafs 'an 'Aasim by the way of Ash-Shatibiyyah

*
• V I

I. imam read with a ca- on the jji substituted in plaoe of the tanween in the word

, at the beginning of surah y—*£J', when joining ihe first aayah with the next

one, then would read Uj This doesn’t mean that it is not allowed to slop on the

word * f since il >s the end of an aayah:

[
2A ^ j-U-J U-*

JJ}
U-jP -»a] jtij ^

17



^4-Jl The Breathless Pause

2. There is also a —- after the word 4 b 4. in surah _

—

: aayah 52, then the

reading continues with the new phrase: 4 I JLPj U ' -LJb 4. It is allowed to

stop on the word # L?
jp L then there obviously would be no :

j „

1 L» I Jll* b ^ bi*_> LUL^lj IjJli ^

The recitation
£ £ > •*

T.

of LIJ' ^ also reads the word 4 ^y* with a in

aayah 27 of surah iv^\ then he continues with the word 4 i_jlj 4. There is j of the

*^bji j J, since the prevents

|
27 :^UJi

] * J lj ^ Js?) ^

3. ^ also has a on the A of the word 4 ^Jj ® with i+y of the

m_ .

because the prevents the *L*j] in aayah 14 of surah jjiVU, He then recites the

next word 4 4:

14 JjjiiUl'
I 4 -vl* *>>^ ^ 0U 4

NOTE: These four are required when reading these word's in continuum with what

follows, when reciting by the Shatabfyyah way of Hafs.

18



The Breathless Pause

There are also Sjjl—*r —- (allowed breathless pauses) in two different places in the

Qur'an. This means there is more than one allowed way of reading in these places

1. The first allowed is between the end of surah J—*Y. and the beginning of surah

Ij3,
* mP

4A VJ-JJ 4JJI
*- -*

{

«•*

-J $£ 1

e*ii^ jS^'ZO

The allowed is on the letter ^ of the word then the recitation continues

with ^ ^ &; iju

2. The second allowed is on the word # <JL* ^ in aayah 28 of surah ;—it*-i when

reading in continuation with the next aayah.

1 28 29 :aU-»
] ^ © 4}^^ 1 l* *

/

We previously studied that there is another allowed way of reading when joining these

two aayaat. that is; «l—*' ^ «t

—

*' v* i-X.Ji Both of theses two ways of joining

these two aayaat are allowable.

NOTE: There is a small above the words indicating the place of in the Glorious

Qur'an,
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M-JL ^Lj»l Stopping tin the Ends of Words

Stopping on the Ends of Words

The ends of words are classified as (strong) or (weak). When the end of a

word is be classified as (strong), this means the last letter is not an or *' • or a

*u, The last letter of this word can have a ^^4 j (sukoon when

continuing or stopping), such as in stopping on the last word in this aayah:

# j
oLJUj L* 1

j) *. or can be jiJi 4 ^ w>j*j

(voweled and the sukoon is incidental or temporary when stopping, as in)

#
'£l j} \jZJ

l <#>, When the end of a word can is classified as (weak),

it means the Iasi letter is an or «'* or a *W . This is exemplified in the second two

^

^ „ >H
-r

^ ^ ^ ^

words of the aayah: ^ JJJ L>i #.

^is Ji The Stop on a Word With a Strong

Ending.

It was stated in the previous paragraph that a word ,— j (strong ending) can

either have a sukoon in both states of j4> jj or can have a incidental or conditional

sukoon when stopping and voweled when continuing. If the end of the word has a

sukoon, the stop can only be with a sukoon, as in

tf the end of the word was voweled and a sukoon was put on the

* 1 * i f t

letter for stopping, (j^ £ j SC~ J’S'l then there are five possible ways of

stopping on it.

jjSLJi (the pure, unmixed sukoon)

(giving only 1/3 of a vowel count)- to be discussed shortly

3. fU^-V' (a dhammah of Ihe two lips, with no sound)-to be discussed shortly

4 kiiaJ 1

. (deletion)

5. J 1-^ 1 (substitution)

20



*UJl Al,t *k. Stopping on the Ends of Words

aJ \&v l*j Jiijl'i Stopping with * and Wbaf /s Stowed W/fft it

*j J' uifjrtviWi The linguistic definition of The request

, ki i , i
,

- _ * * .***_“. .
p

j 1 _ * i .
- ' - ! £ * J i. i

Ur- J. rt 1 J i(A 4 £?*- fcjj • ^ a . >Jl » j‘ l jj' ^ *- Jrf wi t- j _>_fi r J

Its applied definition It is weakening of the sound when slopping on a dhammah or a

kasrah so that most of its sound disappears.

The scholars have determined that the weakening of the sound with a vowel in
•*.'

M. is

such that it diminishes until it reaches only one third of a full vowel count. More is

removed from the vowel than remains when reciting with the *jj. The sound is weakened

due to the shortening of its time and the lowering of the volume of the recitation. The
listener close by can hear it, even if blind.

Stopping with can be on (he and of conjugated words: and on the »

—

and ;j-Sv. of non-conjugated words. It does noi matter if the letter stopped on is

{without a shadldah}, or k—a*, j- <—*,** (a hamzah) or not. (has a tanween) or not. If

there is a tanween it must not be:

t. ^ (must not have a fathah-

2. 1—k* ,— (a word with a tanween ending with alif maqsoora, as in —*.

The tanween in troth of Ihese cases is changed into an alif when stopping

- y V* j _* J"1 jj&_ \ The *2j
—

' cannot be in a word ending with a

fathah (^j). regardless whether it is a conjugated word ending with a fathah r or a

fixed fathah
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Stopping on the End* of Words

The reason for this is due to the lightness of the fathah as well as its covertness if

some of it were emitted with a **j, all of it would be emitted. The *—*-» does not accept

division; and this is in contrast to the —* and ij—S'. Imam: Ash-Shatibee in his prose:

described the * *j in the following way.

^ jJ Jf ^S9-

And your "rawm" is listening to With a hidden sound every close

the vowel when stopping one {can hear}

i
, . . f j j

Considerations when stopping with

The rules for the letters and lengthenings are the same as when continuing reading.

1 X* The soft lengthening

When slopping on the end of a word with a **j that is preceded with a ^ j*-, the jdJ

1

^

is dropped. The^ j*- is recited with a U» Cu"
,
just as when continuing the recitation

2 jJjsi'j v* *ljJ' The rules of tafkheem and tarqeeq of

When stopping on a >'j at the end of a word with a there is observance of

as would be observed when continuing the recitation If there is a • j T on the there

would be jSJ, and if there was a £ii or a on the * l
j, there would be *-*£.

Examples:

T ^ f .

These words have jj/ of the t'j when stopping
rV

with rjj. because they have a ijS when continuing.

These words have of the t l

j when stopping with *jj. due to the i—> pronounced

when continuing.

22



*1111 Al*t ^»>ll Stopping on the tods of Words

3 iUJil' The Qalqaiah

If the last letter of the word that is to be stopped on with *', is a^ letter, the would

not be apparent.

*

4. j txUJ j* jtalt The conditional suKoon lengthening

When stopping with a only two counts can be used, exactly like when continuing

0 * r

J*')-

23



*1SJI >1,1 Stopping on the Ends of Words

<j jy*j Uj Stopping with the fUiw and What is Allowed

With It

r *x
*

J' P .w I- J 1^ „ S >_ I
j

T Jr J
L

**-> |. r -‘ r
l
r ~ *

I Vi', i
r m

X ' ~_S _ -_ ^i. % P |> * — -J u ulw J-
L

A r*
1 A- .

1
"! % . I'

-* ' »£* lS ‘--I-' tJ* . * J ||i*-j

ji — j j? /J ^ji . W P r NK-w ti#1
“'

£ £ r
' * it

-
Jf ii-'i-- P ^Ei

^v..‘ v JJ '

The definition of the : II is an expression of circling the two lips as they are shaped

when pronouncing a dhammah, with no sound, a little bit after putting a sukoon on the

letter that has a dhammah, indicating that its original vowel is a dhamm.

It is necessary that (here be a space left between the two lips when executing the *Lr; . It

is important that the be after making a sukoon on the last letter, without relaxation.

If relaxation occurs then there is j only and no *U— .»U— is seen visually

and not heard audibly, which is why only one endowed with eyesight can perceive it. This

is the opposite of *'*j—

t

1 which is heard, but has nothing to do with vision. The AJ is

allowed after a £_* *y of a conjugated word, and a —

j

—
’* of a non -conjug a tec word,

excluding all other vowels. It is only suitable for words that end in a since it consists

of making a —u» of the two lips. Imam Ash-Shaatibee, may Allah be Merciful to him,

described the *1^1 in his prose, commingly known as xj&J' jL>, as:

bUq^Aji 'i i ,i U Jlu »uuJ'< J'JpJ iwiU 1

J

And the ishmam is closing the

lip shortly after

Making sukoon without a sound
here even weak
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fLLll Stopping on the Ends of Words

Imam ibn Ai-Jazaree explained the *jj and as follows in his prose

iT>Ji ^ iii *i\
** i*

» F j I

^Ly *_JU j

'h- .A'; ji >=i? 'Si!

And beware (jiw-)of stopping

with a vowel

Except if you made a *jj then

part of a vowel

Except with a or a nasb
1

and

make

By indicating a <+-* with raf'a

and *->

*j j
’l»

j
J <aIJ'u Ji Stopping with a pure sukoon. and what is allowed

with it

The sukoon is tantamount to removing the vowel on the letter that is being stopped on,

iV • *•'/ \? iU> V iji-Ji
, meaning: clearly void orcan be defined as

free from * *'- and

can be on all
1 jj/ni* — k*i " of *->^*13 {conjugated words), and on

the - J*- j of^ {non-conjugated words). It can be on a word lhai ends

with a or without, and ends with a tanween, or not, but cannot be on a word that ends

with jjii jijZ (a tanween that has a lath), as in ^

1 j-

As previously stated 3 j is not allowed when the word stops with an alif, a

wow, or a ya These are not

Note The *ord naso qtwtfy but ngt aJways refers to a conjugated word ending with a

fathah The rafa a**o generally but not always refers lo conjugated a word ending

with s dhsmmah
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Stopping on the Ends of Words

J ^
ji

fUij *$}
fjj jjw. *if j

Jj>—Jb <U* wiijB ^That which can be

stopped only on with a pure sukoon, and fjj and fi**) are not permitted

1

.

j ijfij j n J' ^ liS'L. i >' itT U Thai, which has a sukoon on the end of the word

when continuing and when stopping, as in:

2.
’ Conditional vowel ization. That which is vowe led when continuing with a

presented vowel to eliminate the meeting of two non-voweled letters, as in:

^^rLUl jjul j)1 ^

^ " TK if ^ 0 f { * |
^

io^ Vj>

Included in J*M (conditional or incidental vowels) are the words ^ pLJu>- ^ and

4 JU*3?!
;f

. because the ka$rah on the J'i is presented. The **j and *br; are forbidden

from the presented vowel in general because its origin was a sukoon.

3.

uJ-.it. JLT ji j'ili jjt j w-ilib itT i* That which has a fathah (*— on it a

congugated or permanent (not incidental) fathah (*—»Ji), but not with a tanween.

Examples:

^ J
^ J ^ ^

* I Jip'jvaJ l b -UA I # This is a conjugated fathah

This is a permanent or fixed fathah

r>' is is a conjugated fathah
(
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Stopping on the Ends of Words

4, ^>. *i—ili!' £u The female >i* which has two divisions:

a. *LiL? —
- ;
—

j

A division that was written with aV^ *l* This is exemplified

AH agree that these words have when

stopping, and no J are allowed. This is due to that fact that *'t>Y * *0 make

clear the vowel of the letter that is being stopped on (when the word is read continuing},

here being the letter it* which has no vowel when continuing because it is exchanged for

a *U. This tc is not present when stopping, instead these words are slopped on with the

letter iU, L"Y_j are not used ih a tetter whose vowel is not on it but on a different,

exchanged letter

b. stSii ,—i A division that was written with an open «U

This division, according to can be stopped on three possible ways: ^J****- 1 .'tO

•i-r'Y; */-',* depending on the vowel of the :U when continuing. If it has a i—i. it can be

1 ?
* * \

stopped on all three ways, as in: # ^*-ju #. If it has a kasrah on it, stopping

with a and fjj are allowed, as in:

{41 -T - ** * -
>j fc. If it has a fathah it can only be stopped on with Jt

The pronoun ti* which is found only at the end of words can be stopped with an absolute

sukoon, and all are agreement with this, There is a difference of opinion as to whether it

can be stopped wilh and •‘J-') There are three schools of thought concerning this:

c. *UwSi The third school of thought: It is divided into sections, and according

1 1 is to be noted that the ti* is always

conjugated , and never fixed in vowel.

5. t 1 *u (The pronoun or posse sive pronoun cl*)

, * * i* A

a. Jj a' The first school of thought :
1 ilk* & V| *jj !• *1* Complete

forbiddance of there being and on the it*, using the —

—

4 : * as a gauge

f
*

because of the similarity between it and the —1 ' #i-—» when stopping.

I!## I I L i

b. jU 1 The second school of thought: j.—.* iLf' 1

< »VJ
'

ji’J*

Allowance of » and *1*^1 depending on the vowel of the ct—* when continuing.
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*12Jl >1,1 ^31 Slopping on the Ends of Words

to Imam jt\ il is Iho most correct school of thought This school of thought is

called There is forbi defiance of^ and in four states, and allowance

of them in all other states, which in Arabic is: j i^J ^
U'4* UJ.

These four states Shat forbid j f fin this school of thought are*

1) t b cL^Ji jlJ ji When a «L saakinah occurs before a tU,

whether it is a ipL* ^ or *12
r such as in: ^ *Ljul?jl J 1 & ^ *Ujj 4.

2 )
',^Li

’ / V*! 1 j’jJ* 2JJ.5
'

u*^ When a *'_• saakinah occurs

before the >L», with no difference being made to whether the saakinah is a vi* *' *

j ^ ** % -f
V-

ortJ ji.as in: 4 4 4 o^lj Laii «

3) LfiJ When a kasrah precedes it: # JJ ^s- v

4)

9
t

'4-j y- <J When a dharnmah precedes it # /Aiii

There then remains in this school of thought after the four previous forbidding slates,

three states that permit in them stopping on the 11 *L_* with *jj and *L-p*i, in

addition to the complete sukoon. They are:

1) 1" When a lengthened alif occurs before the *’>.

2) j When a fathah precedes it: # .Lai *

3) jS'C- LL j' When a true sukoon precedes it; ^ * *, - 1* a
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*1^11 Stopping on the Ends of Words

It is to be noted that the --ill «A* is never conjugated, and is fixed with either a or a

iy, r. The j5
*j Ji t i » can be stopped on with *jj and *1— in the three previously

discussed allowable states. according to its vowel when continuing.

If it has a ilv*, then it can be slopped on with a complete sukoon. or with or with flr’i.

If it has a it is allowed to stop on it with -V, or with a complete sukoon only

29



^ Stopping on the Ends of Words

1 j ĥ ^ ji*

'J1/'

*ur^i
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*i^l! Stopping on the Ends of Words

- * , ,
j* i ,

li rjj s> SJ 'Jr'' '2

^hfl *j j^ Y*

-2

-uiV1 -3

1. Fix&d

Sukoon whan stopping dr

continuing

2. Condhlionai

vqwelijatiQfi

3

.

-> 1 1 H J »- . -

Fathah wiltiout tanw&en

4. Ftmala ha
r

wrinen as

5- ,b—J' “** pronoun or

possasivt ha'
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^1^11 Stopping on the Ends of Words

^ jJ 1 Stopping with Deletion

Stopping with deletion can be in three places.

* '* - " pi"

W-;A' The dhammah and kasrah tanween. The o' 1—- of the

tanween is deleted. This is exemplified in the words of Allah the Exalted;

i ’© fS ^

2. +** The lengthening of the vowel of The of > * * is

deleted when stopping whether the lengthening was a A* Of 3 *. An example is when

stopping on the end of aayah 7 below;

I
7

I * J-*J {J/
T
*ji ^ja>" jLlL# f

3* —** J—•*> j l*~*" w-* The extra ya' for Ihose who establish them

when continuing. This occurs only once lhe way we read and that is in

the word Od7 in surah wuJ'; [ 36 j—j
> j
»’ii lii vjsi; ui y m ihe above

aayah, the word U, is read with an established *L- with a fathah on the end

of it, when continuing. When stopping on this word, there are two ways that are allowed

by One of these ways is by deleting the A the other allowable way is by keeping

the
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f ]^mL\ aM^II Stopping on the End- of Words

Jij/ilV Stopping with Substitution

There are two cases of stopping with JUt], The first ease consists of the following three

types of tanween

.

1 . ^ * -Yi ^ The tanween with a fathah regardless if the alif is

written with it or not, as in:

2 P \ j *jJu
! ^ ^3 The tanween in all alif maqsoora. no matter what I heir

conjugation, since they are all written with a fathah Examples can be found in the

following aayaat:

i ->4^ 3*3 ^ i [y & 3 [ ^

3, j\LJ f| "ijV
1

Stopping on the word of 'lif when it has a tanween, as in:

i vj^ ^ OyU *5 4^' i] f

The tanween is changed into an alif in all three of these types expalined above.

Similar to these is the Ujiji-' Vji' jy {light emphasised noon) in two places in the

j / J y

Qur’an, aayah 32 in surah Yusuf: •# aJ
1 f and aayah 15 in

surah Al-'Alaq # ^ ^ L; UjLCjJ #.
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Stopping on the Ends oi Words

The second ease

This case consists of u. A1

1

1 \ that is at the end of a singular noun,

„
* *

,

_a* J 1 xf iU id 1 (a* Joj. In these cases the *'—; is changed into a t-—» when stopping.

Examples are in the following:

-Sr ^ ^
-S -S ^ j|

ft?

if the noun ending with the ^kl 1 *u has a tanween, as in * ^jb
f>.

the tanween

is deleted when stopping and the *U is changed into a <i*, and the word is stopped with a

X*

—1 iXm .

Application of stopping on the ends of words

We now can apply the different ways of stopping on one word in recitation

If we stop on the word it can be stopped on in the following ways:

1. jyC- with -e. and/or Jj&JLl A* with the lengthening of 4, 5, or 6

counts (taking in to account the lesson on 1«).

2. fjj with only, the ^—* will be only four or five counts since tij is as when

continuing.

3. *Ur] with j-ai* _* . and/or j_j>— ^ -—*. 4. 5, or 6 counts (refer to the two

reasons for one medd lesson in part one).

t ' f'

<- If we stop on the word * f the following are the possible ways of

stopping:

I .
w^-u* The forbidding school of thought

3j£-JU *’ i-y. Mt j**' Stopping with only a pure sukoon and

the three ways of j£~ (2,4,6).
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2 y*-' *-**-* The allowed school of thought

* i*__ f
* J' Stopping with seven ways

b-4-2i »£-J* > .ui «* .* iiyi w «**• j jLJ 1 The pure sukoon and the three ways of

- „>> (2 .4 .6 ).

_ j i.Lju «,.! Oii ~ *ti-V Stopping with fi ^ with the three different possible

vowel count lengthenings of

^Lti { ^ m*1 Two counts only stopping with - •/.

3. j~dA3> jo* The divisional school of thought

„*! J Stopping with a pure sukoon and three

different allowed counts of j_j£— w-<» A*. There is prohibition of »^!i and since a y*

preceded the ,>***}' tu,
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*7*>Y The stealing

,
i * r « v . ,

.-« j', * *
r.-* ?

,
-«- * *L*- Lfc- * jlj ^ W3 JhI^- *r*y/ w ' w v-

The definition of the stealing : it is a slight quickening when pronouncing the "mukhtalas"

[letter being pronounced with partial stealing of the vowel] with a lowering of the voice in

comparison to the surrounding letters.

It is also called (hiding) by scholars, The scholars have determined that what

remains of the vowel is two-thirds, and one-third has been removed. The stealing.

(
is no! considered part of the stopping on the ends of words, but is placed here

so that a comparison between it and can be done in a timely manner. Bolh *•) and

^V- share the characteristic of dividing the vowel, meaning removal of part of it. and

leaving the other part of it. The following (able summarizes the differences between the

> < . and the S>'^'

.

-f* v

*r>Ji JL m jX

^ *iJii ^ X’ chU)i

=/>l C±f j'il

'+!* J* j^ 1

J?

Two-thirds of the vowel is used.

The amount of vowel remaining is

more than that which went.

One third of the vowel is used.

The amount of vowel that went is

more than that which remains.

! L# J J <3^ i 4 Jb \
>i_r "I •- f r> <mr

.

£ l*
(

s

iJ L-> *‘_J

*

J

It is not used only in stopping

The only example of in the

recitation of Hafs 'An "Aasim by the

way of Ash-Shaatibiyyah is in the

•S

word Li'u in surah Yusuf.

It can only be when stopping

t
y * r- *

\j\ *• p-U/ Jl/AjJ' ^ J —— j -><* i

It can be in all of the three vowels,

conjugated and not.

It cannot be in the conjugated or

fixed fathah
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Stopping on the Ends of Words J&' > [

y J* Jii )Ji

__ ^ j
t + *

Stopping on words with a weak ending *UsJ’ Jajt

There are general standards for words ending with any one of the three medd letters (the

alif, the y * and the that are uniform;

« f

1. (Uijj Jv'^ 1

J If the medd letter is established in writing and a saakin letter

does not follow it, the medd letter is then affirmed and established in pronunciation when
slopping just as it is when continuing following the writing of the Qur'an.

It # J

2 Mj'j yl+j If the medd letter is noi present in the written copy of the Quran, the

medd letter is dropped in pronunciation when continuing and stopping.

# * J
8 -

|
8

3. u*'. if a saakin follows a word ending in a medd letter, the medd letter

is then dropped in pronunciation when continuing, because of the forbidding of two saakin

letters from meeting between two words, but is established in pronunciation when
stopping.

** H+ *
B

.1

4. U*« 1+vS This occurs with wherein a lengthened y* or *1* is

pronounced when continuing, but dropped when stopping. There is no case of this with

the alif.

We will discuss words ending in medd letters that have special indications in the recitation

of Hafs 'an Aasim. Other than these words that have special indication, Hafs stops on

words according to the writing in the Qur'an.

The special indications for some words ending in a written lengthened alif by the

way of Hafs 'an 'Aasim

A. Case one

J&j) ^ Jilty The written alif that is dropped when continuing

and stopping

This occurs in certain words and the indication of this is what is called

ft

^jl:

—

lit jtjJ» which is the symbol: I written over the alif, The words that end in a written

but not pronounced alif in which this occurs are-
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i
7 t

The word bfw in the following four aayaat;

l 68 ! 4 4yJ oi V 1 ^

[
38 uM 1

J 4u~j^ v^U '^3

^ *r

1
3s :^^'i

] 4 J? -^3 i^A3 6^3

[ 51 J 4 (® '-** '3>*j j &

* "

The word IJjjIjJ the first word ir> the aayah:

l
16 :X-i*y

! 4© \yjji

B. Case two

t ¥ *

Uij kkjj y^j -JXfC ^Ji sk'J 1 The alif that is dropped when continuing, but

pronounced (established} when stopping.

These are more notably called the "seven alifaat" or 4k' 1 The indication for these

alifaat is what looks very much like the number zero over the aiif, 0. which is called
>» r

t *
-f

aJUSi
, These seven alilaat occur in seven different words in different pieces

•r “Jf J

in the Qur'an. These words are:

o „ f * -»

|
10 : ]

# LijJJaJ l &

1 66 1 4 *Vj—

4
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I 67 ]
4 Su^jt 4

I 15
] <*£ '^Jj

1

"j3 ^ This is the last word of aayah 16 of surah Al-hsaan and

the first occurrence of the word. The first word of aayah 17 has a different rule for the alif,

see case one on previous page

o

Lj ^ # Whenever it occurs in the Qur'an

[ 38
) 4 L&J ^

1 4 :jL-jy
1 4 SLjl (One of two allowable ways of stopping on this word).

A special note; There are three places in the Quran where the alif of

* * and » y ^ i& not written, and therefore Hafs ‘an 'Aasim stops on these

words with saakinah These three aayat are;

I
SI

I i TL'j^-P
yA # " i J

aJ
1

Jl r-n

|
49 J j LLJ fol ^LuJl aJUJ

ft

[ 31 ]
4 O SLiljT 4jI ^53 4

This is as a reminder, for as stated above, Hafs stops on words ending with a medd letter

according to the writing in the copy of the Qur'an, Stopping on these words in the three

preceding aayaat would only be done in a compelled stop, ^ J
'

j
*>'s!i jijH, or when

requested by a teacher as a test.
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A review of the rules for slopping on a word with a weak ending, meaning one of the three

medd letters'

1. (Uijj, jJUJi ^ liLi; Establishing (pronouncing) the letter in both oases

(continuing and stopping). If the medd letter is established in writing and a saakin letter

does not follow it. the medd letter is then affirmed and established in pronunciation when
stopping just as it is when continuing following the writing of the Qur'an.

* + r *
*

, * ,

2. ’jj ;'i . Lfiui- If the medd letter is not present in the written copy of the Qur'an, the

medd letter is dropped in pronunciation when continuing and stopping.

Words ending with a /* follow these above rules. For an example, words ending with a

medd letter* 1 * and followed by a sukoon in the first pronounced letter of the next word

have a dropped *'*when continuing, and established * when stopping on the word,

accordance with rule number two. so we would not pronounce the at the end of the

two verbs when continuing, but would pronounce them when stopping on the verbs,

There are five words to take note of with the letter a *, and although they follow rule

number two, a brief explanation of these words will help in understanding. There are four

verbs that are written without the final *<; with no grammatical reason and therefore not

pronounced when continuing and when stopping. Scholars of the Qur'an pointed to the

reason for their not being written is the quickness of their occurrence and were written

with the intention of continuing recitation. These four verbs are:

such as in: This is in
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There is one noun with the final •' * dropped in writing and in pronunciation, it is the word

j** ^ ^ji 'VV
^ ^

in the a ayah:
|

4 1 i Y Again, as said

previously, since there is no j'j written, we follow rule number two, meaning this *\* is

dropped in writing and not pronounced whether stopping or continuing

r * * *

3. uij yl* , If a saakin follows a word ending in a medd letter, the medd

letter is then dropped in pronunciation when continuing, because of the forbidding of two

saakin letters from meeting between two words, but is established in pronunciation When
slopping.

4. Li* * * yL>\ This occurs with i*~a

—

j—

*

wherein a lengthened *' » or t\

—

t is

pronounced when continuing, but dropped when slopping. An example of this would

be: ^ j'AJ—>jj -j /
t

-
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Words ending in a sb

The rules for words ending in a medd letter are, once again:

0 i> *

1. (Uijj Vw>«) jiiuJ' ^ LiU; If the medd letter is established in writing and a saakin

letter does not follow it, the medd letter is then affirmed and established in pronunciation

when stopping just as it is when continuing following the writing of the Qur'an.

' 1 '
+

1

2. U> »ji If the medd letter is not present in the written copy of the Qur'an, the

medd letter is dropped in pronunciation when continuing and stopping.

Hafs 'an 'Aasim follows the writing in the mus-haf. so if a #L| is whiten at the end of a word.

and we are stopping on that word, we stop with a ; if a word ends without a written.

then Hafs 'an 'Aasim slops without the letter . One may wonder why this is even

mentioned since If a letter is not written we do not pronounce it; but there are some

^'ttj not written at tbe end of words, and some of the ways of recitation establish the

t li when stopping on the word, and others establish the unwritten when both continuing

j
*

and stopping These are called JU’jjR . Examples of these are in the following

words:

in the phrase:
|
40

1 i

^ *s in the phrase:[ 3 ^ Vi 4

- i ** i M ^

^ # in the phrase:
| 36 ] i ju, J>}^\ ju >

^ a h-
^

4 ^ the pfirase:
[
IS : J 4% f 1

, ^

An important note is that these are just examples, and there are many occurrences (more

than 100) in the Qur'an of the extra tL not written. There are also times where these

same words occur with the tb written, and when this happens. Hafs 'an 'Aasim, as well

as all the different qira'aat establish the ya' when stopping as well as continuing as long

as a saakin letter doesn't follow it when continuing. An example of this is the word;

[
1 50 ] 4 1

lJ 4. As we can see there is a written at the end of this
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word, so we pronounce it when stopping and continuing since it is not foilowed by a

saakin.

There is one place in the Glorious Qur'an where Hats’ 'an 'Aasim stops on a word without

a regular wntten *L two possible ways, one with establishing the «.V, the other without the

t*. This is in aayah 36 in surah An-Naml. on the word * # in the phrase.

:J-Ji
] ^ 'Uj Ai!i L^jJLjle L*J &>. Hafs 'an 'Aasim reads36

this word with the with a fathah on it when continuing. To summarize: Hafs 'an 'Aasim

stops on the word 4 t ^ in surah An-Naml two possible ways, either with a

»tj saakinah or without the A and therefore stopping with a saakinah When

continuing, Hafs reads this word with an established tL and! an accompanying fathah

- *1,

We will not be explaining uflfjSi more as this is in the realm of the study of the

qira'aat. The most important thing to remember is that Hafs follows the wnting of the

Qur'an for words ending with a with the exception of aayah 36 of An-Naml.

i i
p

* * m
1

3. u» . i+Cij vJU . if a saakin letter follows a word ending in a medd letter, the medd

letter is then dropped in pronunciation when continuing, because of the forbidding of two

saakin letters from meeting between two words, but is established in pronunciation when

stopping. An example is: <fk I

4. lii * * y L^'Ci This occurs with a* wherein a lengthened j'j or is

pronounced when continuing, but dropped when stopping.

V 1

J**4 4)1jL. f-

An example of this would be

This ends the subject of stopping on the ends of words.
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Words Written Separately and Joined Together

The Joined and Separated

D^v '-Lf. J Jaa*;
1 *> ;

* *

O&finition of * JiUk That which is separated in writing from that which follows it.

La >i n? i-JT \f

— j ^
*

Definition of J Every word that is joined with another in writing.

It is necessary to learn and appiy in recitation the words that are separated in writing and
those that are joined in writing when reciting, so that the reader Knows how to stop on the
separated word in the correct place, and on the joined word in the correct manner.

There are 26 words oulined by Imam Ibn Ai-Jazaree that are written joined, separated or
there is a difference in the different copies of the Qur'an, Imam ibn af-Jazaree may Allah

have mercy upon him. put these in his prose, * ly ji ^^
making it easy for the Qur'an reader to learn them.

The first two wofds are:

The first of these is
m

J“ with a fathah {^> on the hamzah followed by a without

a Shaddah, and (he negative "T. These two words are written three different ways in the

Glorious Qur’an,

1 t***" (SeParated from each other in writing)

2. (Joined together in writing)

3 V fit is written either wav in different copies of the Qur'an)
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% - i** Written Separately with agreement in various copies of the Qur'an

There are ten places that "V J" are written separated from each other. These are what

are referred to in in the following lines.

ji UJi Uj J

*
^l *Ji * UiO: U ^ J : oUiS JL*i VUti

*' ^ , *>*« * 2 tA « JWW f Jl

J_ji' » r^jJL. ''I
jt

The ten places mentions above in the poem are:

Jf~S t '* f

1 105 : ] <S
Si) AT Jp 3y ' N o' «j£ >

[
169 >V

) X!
At jp^ *3 O' >

[
118 4 Ajj V] fi* J-f

*3 o' f

|
14 ] ^ >* *3l AJJ *V 0'3 ^

1 26 1 4 At

*

5
!

S o' ^
* t

1 26 1 4 j,— *3 o' f

[ 60 ^ j-KoJt
Ij-UjO Sf ^
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[
19 ljU'jJ'

] ^ -Oil
|

JlP iylu S' ijlj ^

[ 12 ] # L^i. *3jL> Sf cjI j*

1

24 ipiiii
J ^ :£: *jSyL* JsJfr f}jT t£U-ju S o' ^

f
i * „

All other places where j' and V meet in the Qur'an are written as one word, V, with the

exception of aayah 87 of surah c'i—-^S’
1

,
in which there is a difference of opinion as to

whether it is written or iJ w>_j*.

[ 87 :sLjty

f _

Nj aJi V o^c-^JiiaJi j h
i* / y

H i II W . ift

U ^ oj

These two words, "jf, a hamzah with a kasrah and a J^T 1

.—. i J without a shaddah and

the word —*' are written in the Glorious Qur’an * \yj> (joined), except for one place.

aayah 40 of surah
, imam al-Jazaree said:

The lines of poetry are still referring to the separated words, meaning that there is just this

one piece where the two words are written e
V

|
40 L* o[3 ^
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U J 1

These two words, j', a hamzah with a fathah followed by a «S*i—« jj

—

; without a

shaddah and the word "u are written in the Qur'an c (joined), always. Imam Ibn Al-

Jazaree said:

1 ,f/ J' * i
p

s

* * m m - . Jjt jL

He first addressed, may Allah have mercy on him. the previously discussed two words 0)

"U, and then stated "j - Jiji.". This means if you put a fathah on the hamzah " j> in

the same word combination, it will then be: L* - ,
and will always be J *—* ** (joined in

writing), hence the word ' j-* One example of this is aayah 59 of surah J*3’,

1
59 :j-ji

] ^ J_SfZb Ul %*- aJJI* f

IT

These two words are written

aayah, 165 of surah

in the Glorious Qur'an, with the exception of ore

t66
] 4 qg ili- \j& & J* Vy* LXii f

Imam Al-Jazaree said, regarding these two words.

U

# j 4 * t >

ail

m

These two words are usually written 5lj—<>**, but there are two places where they are

written and one place where some copies of the Qur an have It written ilf+y and

others ifrjWw.. Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said:
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* h I i

L

3

JfJS- u

From these lines qf poetry we know that in r/j—J' and *1 3' these two words are written

TTiese aayaat are:

[ 25 ]

[ 25 :TJ/ I 4 C-^1* C, Ja *53 Jj* ^

We also know from these lines of prose that surah jdL»i—£j' has a place where there is a

difference in the copies of the Qur'an in regards to these two words being written as

or , The place is in aayah 10 of surah jJiluJL

These two words are usually written meaning written as "j—i'", in the Qur'an, but

there are four places that these words are written *—e or separately. Imam Ibn Al-

.Jazaree said:

I: /

From these lines we know that the following aayaat have these two words written

separately:

[
40 :wJLoj

]
iLr, -jl: J* f

‘> jliT
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[ 109 :*LJi
I i OjSC

r
! ^

j ^ ^ *"
v

[
11 L^liUoJl

] ^
i - a 1 j* I LflJb^ -Li I ^*Jb I ,ii 13 ^

j

The word in the poem ,'YY refers to surah oliC*_Ji because that word uniquely appears

in that surah, in ayaah 107.

n, Hi ti 3. H

U M w—

^

These two words are written in the Quran, and there are only two places where

they occur, both in surah *yLJ4 Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said only:

|
150 and 144 :*

1

4

The last verb before these two words was —**i\ so we then understand that they are

(written separately).

- * i
w [I* B

J *M J

I

I

* f ' |

'

These two words, Y with a hamzah with a fathah and a •—

j

> [no shaddah)

with a fathah , and Y— are written in the Glorious Qur'an *—*jki* wherever they

occur in the Qur'an. Sheikh Al-Jazaree indicated this when he stated:

fl

An example of this is aayah 7 of surah jJLIi.

[ 7 | 4^
I 'J O 1 '- i-i

4
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H l H 1 "slII

V* £* J]

p ,

These two words: ”ji with a hamzah with a kasrah and a with a fathah (W) .

and L* are divided into three possibilities in their written form in the Qur'an:

* j j Idt Mj*** . There is only one place in Ihe revelation where this word is

written by all and that is the aayah:

There is one place in the Glorious Qur'an where there is a difference in different copies of

the Qur'an as to whether they are written if or X.***y . and that is aayah 95 of surah

J
95

t
* ' f

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree, may Allah have mercy on him, said the following about these two

words’

La jl

r JUJVS ,

— :
* * - - *«- * ...

0 A
|

*

These lines of poetry combine i* if and ji'
, the place of - * (difference) in l— JJ

with a Ikasrah on the hamzah is in surah J*Ji, and place of difference as to the writing of

L. i? with a fathah <«Ji) on the hamzah is in surah JUiS' 1

, The rest of the occurrences of

'uJ| in the Qur'an are by agreement of all

M
j

H, fl ft f

«

U W J-1

U
i

These two words 'J 1 " with a hamzah with a fathah (*^> and a Si-ui—* Jy with a fathah

and t—* ,
which are the same as the last two with the exception the hamzah here

has a fathah, are found written in Ihe Qur'an v ^ ,%y+y .
There are two

places where ihey are written **jki*:
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There is one place where there is J**te*\ (a difference between the copies of the Qur'an);

| 41
1 ^

y, i if
4iJ[ jls c

[
^jCn L*~; 1 i

j ^

Throughout the rest of the Qur'an these two words are agreed to be written i)j—*_)> or

connected

i

There is one place in the Qur’an where these two words are written, by agreement,

(separated);
[ 34 ]

# aj^xJ L- L* ^ I e * #

There are four places where there is a difference in the copies of the Qur an as to

whether they are written «J or

|
91 :tU3 ]

# L^J j] ^ f

|
39 jtS' 1

] * L^X-I oujJ a**
l W'.lVQ f
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Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said the following about these two words:

I *

* u j* ‘- j

Imam Al-Jazaree as shown on the previous page, referred to the place in surah iU', but

did not refer to the other three places in his poem. Another scholar. Sheikh Ibrahim All

Shahaatah As-Samanoodiyy, may Allah protect him, in his poem: j”j

—

j—

^

j 1—

J

t. o
,
completed the issue with the following lines Of poetry:

ljJj hr J&) tjJL uiTj

These two words jk and are written in all other places

These two words are found written in the Qur'an <.U y <. Imam Ibn Al-

Jazaree started by stating the one place where there is a difference in the copies of the

Qur'an as to them being written or —*y. He Ihen stated the places where they

are written *iy*y in agreement. His statement '-iT” (also), means there is difference as

to the writing of the next words i* or *Jy+y.

Lj* fcjlj ,
wi * “

* J
I * „

L»

The aayah in which there is a difference in the different copies of the Qur’an as to the

writing of these two words ** *«* or is:

1
93

] i ii_I yj \
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There are two places in the Holy Qur'an where these two words are written '•}

meaning joined.

[
90 :i jJ 1

i

|
ISO : ~>'A' 1 i (X-Lv^

These two words are found written in all other places rn the Qur'an sj= or separateiy.

V p "J
H

These two words are written *— in 1
1
places in the Qur'an, in all other places they

are written The places where they are written Uj-ai* are:

=w a^ £

I
240

f. " f *

[ 4S :i-0W
] 4 'SxV, u j 'S}JCJ jSQj *

Jt ^ _ I j #

[ 185:^1] Li

[
145 >1*V'

] ^ "Vj j*£’\j0
J*

I "V J3 •

102 :.uV'
] # Qj4^- Ji g

L» j J*-*j f

| 146 ] # [ffi^ 1 1 L* j 0jTjS 1 ^
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t s'* ^ Jtf

[ 28
:f | 4 ?>

^

'

*3j L-*
Jj f L^=^i U^ *53 M ^

J

[
3 J 4 >^_j *-* L*

Jj *+4r±i >5si-"4iT jl 4

I

46 'J*jr' I 4 Cifc$
-w,

,

rJj^!^‘ •jjlS"' L* ^diLx- ^ 1 4

I « ] 4Ouj^ S/ l* 4 4
i~ J*

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree, may Allah have mercy upon him, said:

f" f-
* J * :i iw jJl^; * -- -f.

~-“ '

l , -j- it

s> s- * P

**rws *^-*
* rjj * ^JL*

Tf L P ' ITu
Cr* op

There are two places in the Glorious Qur an where these two words are written *5 «*j

[
115 : 4 yiJl

I ^ -Oil <s-j ,*J3 IjJjp La.Vj Li ^

I
76

| ij& 0>C *4=-^ UJj' )>

There are three places in some copies of the Qur’an where these two words are written

(joined), and in other copies (separately):

1
92 :*v^‘ 1

4

i® bj-C^ JLLf u bJ Mi }

X ^ ^ ^ J" * * £ * -1 * „ „f .

ei :^Vi
| 4 M^-y, ijBj \} jjr \

i Uljl #
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Words Written Separately and Joined Together

These two words are written ** in all other places in the Qur'an. Imam Ibn AJ-Jazaree

said:

» t # p ^

J Jl w
4 fc

"r ^ * f * ** * •Pf

j k Ju* ' Uj^I*

H *
[ W tt l.h

y r

There is one place in the Holy Qur'an where these two words are written and they

are written ****** throughout the rest of the Qur'an,

| 14
J
# *0liI ^Jjlj Jljj I LftJ I

1

,*5\L jjLs #

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said:

it

- 1 ‘ * i >

*— M- ,
*

These two words are written '*.*—*** by agreement in two places in the Qur'an, and they

are written *—e **** by agreement in all other places The closest command is that of

' i*) ’ or join, so we Know that Imam Al-Jazaree is referring to joining these two words.

| 48 ]
* 1

J' j jjk ^

[ 3 |
4 /o UaP £_*i y\

4

imam ibn Al-Jazaree said-

V* * t

Lu»vj •J.

The copies of the Qur an are in agreement that these two words are written i in four

different places in the Qur'an, and written s— in all other places. Again, the closest

command form of a verb is j— so we are still on the subject of joining in the

Jazarlyyah.
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W ords Written Separately and Joined Together

|
153 : jij** S

] 4 \ Li Vj V^“ 13 L*
i

juP \yy>u *!>L-^W 4

> -

[ 5 ] 4 Li-J^ *lc- (U*-> ^4^=4 * J4j' d) iji

|
so

) 4 £j>- ‘^Qp 0

4

[ 23
] 4 +5^^ 4 4

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said the following a bool these two words:

j*

* r , f , H , f -

* * JLJj-i

e*

It established that there are only two places in the Qur'an where these two words are

written next to each other, and they are written in these two places ^ J*i*
:

[
43

:
Jjjl

J 4 * JJI qC* jASjZoj* 4

29 :**d'
] 4 4/4 J/ Lr*

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said:

Jfj-j' , > _j- -r £ j- t J I I j>jT

• • • yrj* i*

The verb now has changed to «Jai so we know that Imam Al-Jazaree is now referring to

separating the two words in writing.
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Words Written Separately and Joined Together

t* fJi
11

These two words are written ^ <*** two places in the Qur'an, and written all other

places.

| 13 ^ J*

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said the following about these two words:

~V*

Since the last mentioned verb is *4*^, we understand that Imam Al-Jazaree is still

referring to separation of the two words

The letter A is written separated frorn the noun that it affects (the noun that comes

immediately after the A"
) t

in four places in the Glorious Qur’an, and written joined with

the noun i! affects in all other places.

j i

[ 78 :cL-Ji
] ^ LiJJrf* Qf4*L> Ajl* JUi ^

J J

!
49 I Jjjh JU LiLyj 0yjJbj &

[ 7 j
4 >L*iajf J^=Lj I JL* ' jj Lsj

36 ^ g
* siJlj Ij

^

Al-Jazaree, may Allah have mercy upon him, said

t i«lL* J L*: j
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Words Written Separately and Joined Together

The frU of the word is written separated from the word There is one place in the

Qur'an where these two words meet, and as discussed are written -— Some had

claimed that the dJ was connected to the word _y-, but Imam Al-Jazaree here refutes this

p i

totally, using the word meaning wrong

l
3 H ^^3 $

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree said.

f^ 1

(/»
:

»j/ i W<f

These two sets of words and possessive® usually have the separating after the plural

but in surah j— aayah four, they are written without the separating Jt—J . and

therefore considered The word means join.

1
3

^Jj ^

This is what Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree was referring to in his statement:

w 3 A > 3 3 3* * *

J-*
r» >“

fljJl V 4 4-a!l "la'* "J»"

All of these letters cannot be separated from what follows them when reciting the Qur'an,

or in the writing of the Qur'an. The noun which follows the definite article J' is not

separated in writing or in reading, such as in we cannot
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Words Written Separately and Joined Together

separate the "J ;
" from the noun C)JjaS when reading the Qur'an, so cannot stop on the

nor start with ajX. Likewise, the nouns that follow > of notification:
V L '

jit'jlLfc.

'* +• *•

and V for calling: are joined with (he

following word in writing and in recitation. We therefore cannot stop on the first of the

joined words, nor start with the second. This is what Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree was indicating

when he said-

•* * *

The words V mean do not separate. So we can not stop on any of these, separating

them from the noun that follows.
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Words Written Separately and Joined Together

Other words not mentioned by Imam Ibn AJ-Jazaree

m im w | .i #i

Ash-Sheikh Ibraheem bin 'AM Shahaatah As-Samanoodiyy wrote in his prose about
1 *

tajweed of the Qur'an: ^Jlli J jLJi
*jy the following lines about J' and ^5

ui J*J| J LiiiJij Uj tytr lij >j J J5T J* J

The two words are written separately jMi*) in some instances and there is a difference

between copies of the Qur'an concerning the occurrence in surah Al-Jinn,

The words J' and J are written separately in the following aayaat:

[
100 ^ i fU) y j l

[ 31
| ^ J-UjT 2»T jl £

[
14 :L-

] ^ jQ; JjjT ^ iyJ L* Jj-Htj \y iTjJ jl &

The words are written joined (

J

?+y) in some copies of the Qur’an and separated

(£
yii-) in other copes in aayah 16 of surah Al-Jinn

[
16 : tl1* + j>; g a:̂ Si

t AibjW? jip Ije ' iT.U yij

ft" t*V
The words

f'
ji' are written joined in surah Ta Ha and separated (t U***) in

surah Ai-'Araaf.)

I«=«l

|
150 ] 4 *1 Jli 4
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Words Written Separately and joined Together

f 'Jr

ah of the copies of tine Qur'an are written with separation of the two words, and Cn—
regardless whether it is read with a kasrah on the hamzah and sukoon of the *Y or with a

fathah on the hamzah followed by an alif and a dhammah on the A { )

[
130 :oL»C*;'

] ^ jjg£ ^j| >lL >

Hats 'an 'Aasim reads this as L ^Jl and all who read it like this do not allow the

reader to stop on ^J] by itself. Those who read the first of the two words as <Jlf are
-r

1-

allowed to stop on j U by itself in a com pel led situation or if tested.

The following lines Ash-Sheikh Ibraheem bin Ali Shahaatah As*Samanoodiyy wrote in his

prose about tajweed of the Qur'an J'i

^

jLgJ' tJS are testimony to the above:

JT bk'Ai wiij J JUflib Jwb Jj ttrj

"Li
if

J*

H

The two words **.- and t> occur in only two places in the Qur'an, both times the words

are written joined * f • The two places that these two words occur are surah Al-

Baqarah 271 and surah An-Nisaa' aayah 58.

a#
£ y ^ ^ J | ^

[
271 :

» ^ ^ iLnjj IjJLp q\ f

[
58 :a-Jl

| ^ ^ oj ^
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The female ha'

tU The Female ha 1

There are two types of .i-itsSi 1 1» in the Qur'an:

* I

1 . That which is written with what is called ^ «t3' — ),

2. Thai which is written with what is called ^

These two different ways of writing this letter are of Ihe specialties of the 'Uthmani writing.

It is important that the reciter knows these well, so that he stops according to the way it is

written; stopping with a when the word is written with a *^*i J
-* ) and stopping

with a when the word Is written with a —

U

There are two subdivisions of

this section, one division consists of words that are agreed to be in the singular form and

written with « J 1J' tdi, the second division contains words that are written with

« i'-V 1

. but there is a difference between the different ways of recitation as to whether it

is singular or plural.

.ti tl— ill* .i^lj t V ^ I * J —
' J tii 1 —

*

The female tU which is agreed to be singular and is written with a

*L?~ LJLb

This occurs in the revelation in 13 words in 41 places. They are all words in singular form

and are adjuncted t>y a clear noun after it V wS'umj, *— —*-

recites these with a when stopping. The 13 words that are sometimes written with

py 0 a*

These will now be covered individually.
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tU The female ha’

There are seven places where this word is written in the Qur'an with a i cU, all other

places in the Qur'an are written with a tlr.

- i

1 218 :->n
| 4 3i\ f

1 56 J 4 * 4-d/ ^^~>3 o! ^

[
73

] 4 o~JI ill>3 >

I
so :r^ ) 4

I
32 ]

[ 32 ^ C

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree wrote the following lines
, ' _ - * * t f ‘ J *

j 1 J 1 £•' lsj&y :-j
,
demonstrating

in his poem on tajweed:

in which places in the Glorious

Qur'an the word is written as

p , ^ I J ^ a
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The female ha'

This word is written in the Holy Qur'an with ** * -- * ^ ^ in 1 1 places, the rest are written

with a*l*jij*

I 23, :iyJ 1

] 4 ’JCU. £7^ IjJilj >
It,#

^ -€ -* ^ ^ , * j: iT ^

[ 103 :oy* JT
] 4 ’JLIt 4Ml c_bu IIjjilj >

|
ii

J ^
n

,
^ *Ow‘ s

J ^ ^ 1

* 4 ^ J ^

[ 23 1^*1 jf!
] ^ C

* Z & " " ^ - - -if
‘ ^ * 11

|
34 :^jil ] ^ UjJa_£- ^ Ojj ^

— * J

^

I
72 :J*%J'] ^ ;^; tj^jiSZ 4jjio-»a.; >j ^

r * il ft ' '•> '
*

’ '" \

[ 83 :_H' ] ^ ^ *»' 0-»a3 O^/J *

(
im:j>ji

] 4Q bjS£ itf o! 4 ' o~bc; i

[31 >bl 4 iiiJT o’i ill

|
3 :>*] ijQi illo-Ju i}j£T ^llj' tfe »



itill Aa. The female ha’

Frnann I bn AWazaree wrote the following lines a boy) the word when written as

• JLJl
p*

8

S * * * * «“ £ * *

jLill aji* * ^ L*j«

o'

w v ^ ^ JP
'* -r r j • *

_

5 - * i * #+ i

J|
J^-LtJUs ^ p-UU «n-J * O-li * A 1

.- ** 1

This word was written with a tU in two places in the Qur'an, It is written with a *1
'

•by

y

in all other places.

|
61 J'

] ^ ^ j-u J^=^j
1 JjiAls #

I
7 :jj*

| i0 ^ 0^ Oj O' ^

The following was written by Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree regarding ibis word:

t L#^ ’ *iiiii* Sflll

Ifis conditional that this word be written with *-*j—— *\—; when the woman is mentioned

with her husband afterwards, it occurs in the revelation seven places.

[ 35 : J T
)
4

0‘J-^p jl f
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The female ha"

* .

| 51 ^ JL>Jl ^aj^Lajs- \

^

I
^ IjMiJl

] 4 J /^p ^jV-
T

j &
f »-

[
10 :<c^3

j 4 JisjJ O 1 ^* 1

} qjj IjyiT^ jjjjj ^liU -4jjT
- f

£ * -* -

1
11 r^i

) *^^ oi>i \£i; ^>.jji ill. 4114^3 ;*

j -f

In the poem on tajweed rules written by Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree, jT^i)' i$j\i ji- Uj
*« H

- j. *

y j', he wrote the following about this word:

*r * + r* t A *

(Tj>^

/ /

This word is written with a in two places in the Qur'an, both in surah ii-ib*!.'

[
8

J ^ ! L^v«aA*j {J'jJbjij j*

i JyLjS\ j O'i^i Jfi Su 1 S 1

|
9 libUi

Ibn Al-Jazaree said the following about this word:

* > * r * ,

> : • •
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The female ha'

This word is written with —IlH iBi in one place in the Qur'an, all others were written

with a f ib:

[
9 Kid}

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree simply stated the following, since the word combination only occurs
once in the Glorious Qur’an:

This word is written in the Glorious Qur'an in only one place with a *U. in all other

places are written with a

the following:

f 89 j 4 fflj j OlijJ

The tajweed poem by Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree stated

This word occurs only once in the Holy Qur'an, and it is written with a 4^11*

^ C-r

[
30

1 ^ J-lIil ,jJl 4Jji OJjJai ^

In this case. Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree mentioned only the word, since it only occurs once in

the Qur'an adjuncled by a clear noun.
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iUll tUi The female ha'

*
j

*

This word is written with «« Ui in one place in the Qur'an, all others were written

with a

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree simply stated the following, since the word combination only occurs

once in the Glorious Qur'an:

o *

This word is written in the Glorious Qur'an in only one place with a —* »tJ, in all other

places are written with a

|
B9

J ^ ) O^jj £

The tajweed poem by Imam ibn Al-Jazaree stated the following:

j*

This word occurs only once in the Holy Qur’an, and it is written with a J-l* tU:

[ ifj^ 1

j ^ Ja5 jf\ Aill OyaJ

In this case, Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree mentioned only the word, since it only occurs once in

the Qur'an adjuncted by a clear noun;



eU The female ha
N

This word is written with a one place in the Qur'an;

j j

i86:^U'*sa5U--iiu^L,>

This is the only place in Ihe Qur'an where this word is V uLh* (adjuncled by

a clear noun after it). The word Ci, not in the adjuncted slate c— —

*

j**) occurs written

with *t?, and the scholars agree that nouns ending with a ^ and not —

*

{adjusted) are never written with a *t. This word was therefore only mentioned in

the poem as the word itself:

This word is written with a *U in the following aayah:

1 ,2 v,* i { i*.> & by*^ fri >

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree mentioned it as with only the word:

This word is written once with a tU when it is ih the single form for all readers, all'

other places where this word occurs and is agreed to be singular amongst the different

reciters is written with a «« j

|
137 ft

|
4 jujywl j.' Jp C- /

Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree indicated lhal this occurs in the middle of surah AI-'Araaf. 'He also

indicated that there are places in the Qur’an where there is a difference between ways of
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AkpUll tU The female ha*

recitation as to whether some words normally with a ;

—

j* tU are read in the singular or

plural form, and in these cases the words are also written with a The places in which

some ways of reciting use the plural form and some use the Singular form and in which
words will be outlined in the next section beginning on the following page :

+ + an

_*• tlju : <-t bji

j

lx*?- -1 L. JSj,
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The female ha’

}\ u*i
J> J «,ijAJt jo igj ,^1^' C^Ui tU The w-iisJ' tU that

differs in authentic reciters about its singularity and plurality

Sheikh Al-Jazaree pointed to this division in his prose, in the last line in the section

on

*L3b : v L—

r

k i i ' i

v jlL*- 1

' U JSpj
r* ' *

A general rule can then be deduced from his statement that every time the reciters differ

as to a word being recited in its singular or plural form, and that word ended with a

AJtJi, it was written with a :!• The renowned Sheikh, Mohammed bin Ahmed bin

Abdullah, better known as Al-Muiawali, may Allah have mercy on him, wrote a prose that

included these words and their places in the Qur'an .

m m # '

jjAje ^ —i « La—

« - + pi
^ V O 4k_4.-rJ y l ' ii * i b «*

* * ^ *

»* J«»-l J* *

.

* li
4 ^4^ J

. - W

j p—j
jm1 ^jU - j V -*- ^ L

This prose outlines ail the words that are written with j
-—> A due to differences in the

recitation of the word in singular or plural form among the scholars, The words will now

be discussed individually.

This is whtlen with a A" in p ij *- and recites this in the singular form

l
33

1 ^© j ><*
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M <u The female ha’

This occurs in two places in the Qur'an in which there is a difference in the different

recitations as to whether it is read in the singular or plural form. reads them both in

the plural form.

I
T i jlaJ

i

|
so Up Jjjl Tj) iy Ljj k

This occurs in four places in the Qur'an in which there is a difference between the various

recitations as to whether it is read in the singular or plural and L* w> jjU reads them

all in the singular form.

[ 33 ] 4 liAJ'aT ^
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cl* The female ha
1

^ i i «

This word is written with v-1- cU once in the Qur'an, and *— .p reads it in the
j W1 v

plural form.

4 i
*

This word occurs once written with a i*yll» *L\ and j* reads it in the singular

form.

|
40

J -*

J Jp L^5 >•! £

This word is written with a « *11* tU once in the Qur'an, and •-**£ w> reads in the

plural form.

[
4? :^X-i

| 4
> j "
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il* The female ha’

This word is found in two places in surah ^—

.

jV! ,
both read in the singular form in the

recitation of Hafs.

A note should be made that the word 2 -t
^— in aayah 6 of jil* and aayah 96 of

Qur'an. There is, therefore differences among Lhe different reciters as to the reciting of

this word in the singular or plural form, plus a difference in the copies of the Qur'an as to

the way it is written in these two places. This is what Sheikh Ai-Mutawali was referring to

in the Fast part of the lines of prose.

In the recitation of Hafs 'an 'Aasim, we always follow the writing of the Qur'an, so if the

word written with a we stop on the word with a fcTi—- el—*; if however it is

written with a li #L\ as ln:C- * J 6s, we stop on it with a ti.

is written by some with a and by some with a /* & in different copies of the
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Special Words for Hafs 'an

'Aasim by the way of Ash-

Shaatibiyyah

\1 A «i »\a 1

1

a
;

1 .'V 1

1

(it-i Iz.





^|UL£JI That Which is

Needed to he Observed for Hafs 'an 'Aasim by the wav of Ash-Shaatibiv\ah

That Which is Needed to be Observed for Hafs ‘an 'Aasim

by the way of Ash-Shaatibiyyah in Some of the Qur’anic

Words

Various previous lessons in pan two and part three of Tajweed Rules of the Qur'an have

explained that which needs to be observed when reading the Qur'an by the way of

j* jaiv, either by special mention or included in the rules of all the

different reciters. These words or rules will be mentioned here so the student will make
special note of them.

1

,

it has been mentioned the two ways of reading the words

a. The first allowed way is that of J—_ju*i' a—* *—

*

b. The second allowed way is reading the oi' *jj- jfr'j 9 |#|9 tr k‘ 4- 0 .

2,

The rule of ttjj of J'JJ' J in aayah 176 of surah was studied and explained

on page 36 of part two:

* t

[
176 :*J'jA' 1

I 4 wLU i * of^ J 1

There is an also an idghaam of ^ ^ that was previously explained on page 36 part

two and it occurs in surah aayah 42:

+

[
42

|
* hju»

! J?'

3.

The word 4 Lx3» Il3 * in aayah 1 1 of surah —-jj was discussed on page 34 of part

two. and there are two allowed ways of reading the word in the recitation of j—* w»'* j*-

< ' '
. a | - .

- “

V J*
i_r

a. Merging of the first Uj. into the second with (- ^i>

ijd 1

. j j.^i jyJ'
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faU 'f »j 4*11 ^UliJl That Which is

Needed to be Observed for Hats ‘an 'Aasim by the way of Ash-$haatibiwah

b. Shortening the dhammah of the first —; to 2/3 of a vowel count, with —hv

iJ^ 1 ^ -Jmjf-
_* j ‘S' 1 ^y 1

4. The rule of i^LJ' jp of the letters at the beginning of the two surah ,—US' . were

studied previously in the j y section of part one. It was stated that the „ —

-

is read with jL—+*] only when continuing reading in the way of recitation of

i—rfL it ^ -p4

[
1 -2 :w~i ] ^ ']£

5. It was discussed previously in this book {part three) that there are two ways of stopping

on the following:

**

a. The word IjJjI t # in aayah 36 of surah j—Ji (see p.43). The two ways
r*‘

are:

(I) ^—- —i j>- iiTi—!' eUi Pronouncing the letter ya' as a medd letter at the end

of the word

,

(II) jj_Ji - «—* e U' *j-u- Dropping the ya
1

with a sukoon on the letter j_j
—

•.

The is always present and read wilh a falhah when continuing.

r
< > ^

b. The word # # in aayah four of surah j(——;V is read when slopping

with:

(I) Pronouncing the alif (p 39).

(II) Jy— Dropping the alif accompanied with a sukoon of the *Y

The alif is dropped in pronunciation when continuing the recitation (p. 39).
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i++kUJl fo»k. *\ UliLll Thar Which is

Needed to be Observed for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim by the way of Ash'Shaattbiwah

c. The alif in the word in both occurences in aayaah 15 and 16 of ij

jU—
I'i'

1

is dropped when continuing the reading The alif of the first one: Vjjj 1^5
-i"

is read when stopping on the word, but *s removed from the second word when
stopping on it: pp 38-39,

'j* S' *

6. The rule of and A—«j of the —* in the word A^JL* and the A—* in the word

in aayah 28 and 29 of surah iii^ 1 was studied (see page 34 of part two}.

28*29
j 4 jcjfj a. .. *Jl* U 4

It is of course allowed and from the sunnah to stop on the end of aayah 28, but when (he

two aayaal are joined, two possibilities are allowed by almost all of the ways of recitation

of the Qur an:

a. Merging the two

b Making ji—*i*j of the first A—* with a gentle —- without taking a breath:

(
JjAj U .1 4^

7. It was discussed previously (page 27 part two), that there are two ways of reading the

, , ,,
Aj , with jj/ or in the words 4 4 and 4 f when stopping.

There are two ways of reading the Aj when continuing reading with the word 4 #

again with or This word is read with only when stopping,
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ijtL laJl ^_>L ijjk v^>W 1 1 AiUlZil Th*t Which is

Needed to be Observed for Haf> *an ‘Aasim by the way of Ash'Shaatibiyvah

8. The rule of — . and how it is applied was studied. The definition of —1' can be

found on page 17 of this book. There are four required for L-sO-’ j*

[
2-1 l« -a] f

I
52

]
4 OPj L* 1 j-* ^

|
27 1 4 3 Jlj ^ >

I
14 : j 4 jlj Jj f
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Needed to be Observed for Hafs 'an Wastm by the wav of Ash-Shaatihivvah

Other Words for i-fcuJ' jtJe j*

The following are other words not previously discussed to be observed by the reciter

when reading i-aLi—

J

l ji J* j* „***- some of them have two allowed ways of recitation,

and others have only one way. It is necessary that the reciter know and apply the

different allowed ways of reading them so that the authentic way of reciting

jgji» j* is not mixed up or interchanged with another way of recitation not part of

this authentic recitation.

1. The words that are recited with or^
Read with only;

|
245 :iyL)i

| <^3 ^

69 ]
4 2>\jj ^

Read with JL-aJ' or

l
37

I ^ ® 03

Read with * 1# only

|
22 :v-Uji

] ^ ^

2. v-e 1* j* jfiif reads with ^JjS *JU] of the alif after the aljJ' in the word L^j of

aayah 41 of surah .lyt;

| 41
)

4, 4)1^ ijli=:! Jtij >

so



i^LLkll ^ aiIaI^JI That Which is

Needed to he Observed for Hafs
b

an 'Aasim hv the way of Ash-Shaatihivvah

P * J |

The grand imalaah tl/^) is when the fathah («"*1l c

)
approaches the kasrah, and

J- *

the alif mixes with the *-.. In this word the fathah of the is in between a fathah

and a Kasrah. and the alif is in between an alif and a t' ; , There is j jj of Ihe

because of ihe

/ ,
- £ \

3. The word * is allowed to be read with either a fathah or a dhammah of jU*.

in the three occurences of this word in aayah 54 in surah ••J\ We must read either all of

them with a or ail of them with a j. when reciling the ayaah. The following aayah is

with a fathah on the iUJ'„

l

y/ tt :
* " r T" ft .* ' - >1|'

9j-2 JL*j ^j-4 j*j k^fljCd Jj l riJu I

I I / m** ' -"f
l J 4 Jju

This is the aayah with a on the -UaJ of the word 'LJiaJ*'':

J *' *
T " si :V- . ’ K r T " ’ a ' .;r^r v
J*>- a ^ (_£ Jj 1 aJJ 1 #

.i /f'*' , /’ j <
‘

-» -• r

54 -*,*/
1 4 -Lftu

J
jr

4. The second hamzah in the word in aayah 44 in surah i

| |

' xr s' * t*
' ’ \|44:^|# f is read with i ui J*(—r (easing of the

hamzah) so that it is between a hamzah and an alif. There is only one way of reading this

word by +— j***- The definiiion of J* J' can be found on page 69 of Tajweed

Rules of the Qur'an, part 2,
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The Writing of the Noble Qur’an

Illiteracy at the beginning of the revelation

It is well known that the Arab nation was characterized as being illiterate at the advent of

the revelation of the Qur'an to the Prophet Muhammed, The Qur an described this

illiteracy:

£

i ® jy- c* ^.13 *-1+1*6
S >

|
2 "

]

if is He Who sent among the unlettered ones a Messenger (Mohammed tr*k) from

among themselves, reciting to them His Verses, purifying them, and teaching them the
Book and Al-Hikmah, and verity, they had been before in manifest error.

There were only a few of the Quraish [in Mekkah] that were an exception to this general
rule and who (earned writing and studied it before the advent of Islam. There is a general
agreemeni that those of the Quraish that could write learned it from Harb bin Umayyah
bin Abd Shams

< w
—~ —* j*. «?' jd — „*-), but some disagreement exists as to who taught Harb. Abu 'Amr

Ad-Daanee >-# y ) relates that Harb learned writing from Abdullah bin Jud'aan

( ji -3ii orf-). On the other hand Al-Kalbee (^—I£. ) stales that Harb learned writing

from Bashr bin Abd Al-Malak jAi). Either way, a group of Quraish learned

writing from Harb but Ihey were a small proportion compared lo the number of illiterates in

the tnbe of Quraish,

In Medinah there were Jews who were literate and taught the youth writing. There were
between 13-19 men that knew how to write, a few of their names are Al-Munthar bin 'Amr

(JfJ** jt Ubay bin Wahab j? J), Amr bin Sa'eed <i.« j* and Zayd

bin Thaabit > jl j),

Islam then came and fought Illiteracy within the Arabs and sought to erase it. Islam set

about elevating the written word and placing it in high esteem. This is shown true by the

first words of the Qur'an that were revealed to the Prophet. :

Manaahii Al-lrfaan tee Uloom Al-Quean. Af-Usthath As-Sheikh Muhammad Abdul 'Atheem Az-Zarqaanes
Maktabab Naiaar Mustafas Ai-Baaz. 1417 h. p.294.
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-* < ^
^J3 'y ® & Cr~*y i 3^ © J^- u^ril 1 'y 1 4

4 0 pa jj u © Jill* j& ^iT ;$; fj?vr

I
5-1 :>Ji

I

Read1 In the Name ofyour Lord lWho has created.

Created man from a clot.

Read! And your Lord is the Most Generous.

Who has taught (the writing) by the pen.

He has taught man that which he knew not,

In another surah of the Qur'an. Allah, the Exalted, takes an oath by the pen and that
which it writes, showing again the importance of reading and writing in Islam:

Nun. By the pen and what they inscribe.

The Prophet. m, greatly encouraged his companions lo learn and become skilled in

reading and writing and provided them with ail thal he possibly could to achieve this goal.
It is narrated thal the Muslims captured 60 polytheists in the Battle of Badr and the

Messenger accepted as ransom for each captive’s freedom the teaching of reading

and writing to ten of the Saha bah, It was therefore clear that reading and writing were
equivalent to freedom.

The Muslims then learned reading and writing and the darkness of illiteracy was replaced
by the light of Islam, and in place of illiteracy Ihe knowledge of reading and writing

became prevalent.

The illiteracy of the Prophet; was it throughout his life or not?

It is well established in the aayaat of the Qur'an that the Messenger of Allah was
himself illiterate at the beginning of the revelation. There are some scholars that state
thal at the end of his life he became literate after the miracle of the Qur’an revealed lo an
illiterate prophet was established and known. The repeated challenge in the Qur'an for

the polytheists to produce a surah like that which is in Ihe Qur'an was not mel, even

though it was well known that the Messenger of Allah whom they rejected, was
illiterate These scholars state that after this miracle was shown through the glorious

aayaat of the Qur'an which clearly demonstrated the truthfulness of the Prophet S& as

well as proof that he was a messenger and a prophet, the Prophet then learned
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reading and writing. This is She meaning of the words of Allah, the Exalted, when he

states:

* -

i
1 I

f
49-48

]
* JJI "Jl L^Jli L*j

And you did not read any book before it (this Qur'an). nor did you write any hook with your

right hand. In that case, indeed, the followers of falsehood would have /cause for) doubt.

Rather, it (the Quran}, is clear verses preserved in the breasts of those who have been

given knowledge. And none reject Our verses except the wrongdoers.

Al-Alwas in his tafseer of this aayah stated that they differed over whether he started

reading and writing after he became a prophet or not. Some state that he did not learn

writing, and Al-Baghwee in his book At-Tadheeb carried this opinion. Others claim that

he became literate after previously not knowing how to read and write, and his

inability to do so was one of the miracles of the aayaat in the Qur’an. After the Qur'an

was revealed and Islam became well-known, he then learned writing. Saheeh Bukhari

relates a hadeeth that supports this group, in an incident during the treaty of Hudaybiyah:

L'' « *’<>

^ ^ ft m- ^ jF1 * f f. _ » j

14 Jf,i

n-J -J* ’’J 4 L* . ;ruu ’

p . <i *. 4~vJ h i>f wt" 3 - t/Ltf > w *, i ^ * K%4-£ 4^ 1 44
*

^ L* miA Nr * "

JiJ dT i *!"' pj Utj
4

*1" V* : „ j - At"
1

4_%_* - * 4^ hiX
j r w J.*^ 1

3

*- X.C* y * 4I v -u^ _j»i# Li •lls r—O w
U. fc-- w '

l* -u*- ^ j j j * j-y -
1 jjf -4^-L i

-X . l ijlv* L* J ' ^ JL+*J

y :jt ^
to' _ * ,

J

X' " * £*) w—X*
" tor W * rf

1 *" w* -V ^ F 4

V J 1?

The meaning can be translated as: The Prophet :r&. adopted ihram for ’umrah in the

month of Dhu-I-Qa dah, end the people of Mekkah refused to let him enter Mekkah. until

he agreed with them that he would stay in it for three days. When they wrote this down

,

they wrote “Messenger of Allah, may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him and
on his family. ' They [the Quraishj said "We did not agree to that for if we knew fhaf you

were the messenger of Allah we would not forbid you, instead you are Muhammed
Abdullah." He said, “I am the Messenger of Allah, and I am Muhammed bin Abdullah

“

Then he said to AH, "Erase 'Messenger of Allah.
1
" He said. "No. by Allah. I will never erase

you. " The Messenger of Allah,» and upon his family, than took the writing and wrote

[in one relation of the hadeeth it states; and he was not able to write previously and
wrote}.

r

Thts ts what Muhammed bin Abdullah negotiated about: Weapons wift no i enter

Mekkah except in a sheath, and none of its residents wilt leave if they wish to follow him.

and none of his companions will be prohibited if he wishes to reside in it
*

BA
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The scholars that adopted this position (th>al the Prophet was literate later in his prophecy)

are Abu Dhar 'Abd bin Ahmed Al-Harwee (%f'j—*' j*_>' j ; jup .i J), Abu Al-Fath An-

Nisaabooree

^ii! L *j’)
,
and Abo Ai-Wgieed Ai-Saajee -a^ 1 *').

Those that disagree with this position state that when a hadeeth states "he wrote
-

' about

the Prophet& , it means he ordered it to be written.

Either way, there is no disagreement that at the beginning of the revelation that the

Prophet was illiterate.

Writing down the revelation at the time of revelation

The Messenger'sm , care for writing down the Our an was extreme, and this is shown
by the fact that he had scribes who would wnte the revelation, some of them were: the

four Caliphs. Ma'aawiyah. Abaan bin Sa'eed. Ubay bin Ka'b, Zayd bin Thaabit. and Khaiid

bin Waleed to name only some of them. When revelation came to the Prophet i£. he

would call one of these scribes and order them to write what had just been revealed, even
if it was only a word, In a hadeeth related by Al-Bukhari, when Allah revealed aayah 95 of

surah An-Nisaa',

Wof equal are those of the believers who sit fat home<), and those who strive hard and
fight in the Cause of Allah with their wealth and their lives.

Ibn Umm Makhtoom said, "0 Messenger of Allah- I am blind, do I have an excuse?
“

j ^
1
1 p

*

Then Allah revealed the three words, JjV' J jjl JJd except those who are disabled

(by injury or are blind or lame), and the Messenger of Allah said, “Bring me the ink

well and bones' [dry bones of a camel used for writing], and he ordered Zayd to write it

[the three words) and he wrote it. and the aayah then had these three words added to it-

The aayah then became:

| 95 |
Lv}

Ibn Abbas said. "The Messenger of Allah
,
would call some who could write when a

surah was. revealed to him and say, Put this in the place where this and that is mentioned
[the aayah)." The companions would write the Qur an on whatever they could find, bones,
pafm tree fiber leather, thin stones, etc.
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The Sahaba memorized and wrote the complete Qur'an in the time of the Prophet

completion of the writing of the whole Qur'an was done in front of the Prophet with

whatever tools they could use. and these stayed in the Prophet's .3^,. house, These

tools dud not allow for the Qur'an to be put in between two covers [i.e in book form]- but

was organized as much as possible in the order of aayaal and suwar (plural of surah].

The Qur'an then was gathered together two ways at the time of the Prophet

1 . Memorization in the heart with the correct order of the aayaal and suwar,

2. Written down with the available utensils

Collecting Ihe written Qur'an in one Mushaf did not occur during the Prophet's

time for four reasons:

1 They expected continuous revelation as long as he was alive.

2 Abrogation of aayaal was expected.

3. The order of revelation did not match Ihe order of the aayaal in the Qur’an. If it had

been collected in one copy during his lifetime they would have had to change the copy

every time there was a revelation. Revelation was according to matters lhat occurred.

4. Before all else- Allah wanted it this way.

'

Gathering of the written Qur'an at the time of Abu Bakr

After the Prophet .3*^, died, a group refused to pay Zakat and turned away from Islam,

From this event the wars of Ar-Riddah occurred during the Caliphate of Abu Bakr *^S>, at

Al-Yamaamah. 12 years after (he Hijara. Many of the memorizers of the Qur'an and

reciters were martyred in these wars {70 memorizers) The dose companions then feared

that the Qur'an could be lost, and when Umar saw that all these memorizers were killed,

he feared that even more would be killed in other places, so he hurried to Abee Bakr and

asked him to look into the matter and pul the written Qur'an together in one binding.

First Abu Bakr refused but then Allah made his heart at ease regarding this matter. He

then sent for Zayd bin Thaabit and those that had written the revelation-for them to copy

the Qur'an into one bound book Zayd also refused, at first, but then also his heart was

put at ease and he accepted Ihe idea

The written Qur'an was in different pages, bones, etc., in the Prophet's .CjP. house and

there was Qur'an written with the different companions. Abu Bakr ordered it to be

copied on to pages, and Zayd did so. Zayd depended on two things, the memorized

and the written Qur'an, and would only write if the aayah was found in their memorization

2
Finn Ac-Tarteel wj Uloomuh. Ash- Sheikh Ahmed AI-T&wmI Mu|ama' Ai-Malak Fahd LitabMJh Al-MuShal
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as well as written down and two companions had witnessed the writing of those who had
learned the Qur'an from the Messenger and memorized it,

The next to last aayah of surah At-Tawbah, aayah 126

was memorized by Zayd and many of the Sahaba, but they wouldn't write rl until they

found it written with another witness saying that he had witnessed it being written. They
finally found it written with Abee Khuzaymah bin Aws A|-Ansaari and there was a witness

to it.

This copy of the Qur'an was relinquished to Abee Bakr Zpb, until his death. It was given

to Umar after Abee Bands death, and then after Umar’s death to Hafsah, Umar's

daughter and wife of the Prophet may Allah be pleased with them all. This copy of

the Qur'an stayed with Hafsah until 'Uthmaan requested it from her.

The gathering of the written Qur’an at the time of Uthmaan

The people [Muslims] of Sham ahd Iraq gathered together at the battle of Armenia and

Azerbaijan during the Caliphate of Uthman after many lands had become Muslim

and the great reciters spread out in the lands. When these different groups of Muslims
gathered in one place and they heard each other recite, one read by a different way of

recitation than the other, the one group would not accept the other's recitation, even

though they were all authentically transmitted from the Messenger 0. Some claimed

their way of recitation was better than other ways, and some of the Sahaba worried that

some would differ ih the Qur'an and become stubborn about not accepting a way of

recitation other than that which they had learned.

Huthayfah then went to 'Uthman (in the year 26 Hijara) after the battle, and told him of the

problem. 'Uthman then asked for the copy of the Qur'an from Hafsah so he could copy it

and send it out to different areas. Not all of the Muslims in these areas had learned all

the different ways of recitation.

'Uthman then copied from the mushaf that was wrlh Hafsah and made several different

copies so that the Muslims would have it and included the different recitation in it as much
as possible. He had either four or 12 men do this task, and there were of those who had
memorized and as well were scribes, including Zayd bin Thaabit, who was the same
Satiabi who wrote the revelation and was present at the last presentation of the whole
Qur'an to Jibreel. He is the same companion who gathered the Qur'an together and
wrote it into one copy during the Caliphate of Abee Bakr.

The copies of the Qur'an we have today are from these copies made in the time of the

Caliphate of 'Uthmaan Four or seven copies were made and sent to different lands

Mekkah, Medinah, Basrah, Kufah, Sham. Bahrain, and Yemen. And Caliph 'Uthman sent

a teacher with each copy to teach the recitation of the Qur'an in the authentic way
common for that area.

" * * *?,. > ' * £ -3 „ ft ,
I *

» f. _ I I _ ^ / * * I I T >
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The writing (*-;) of the Qur an

The phrase ~ — ; means: The foundation that was selected by Vthman. in

writing the words and letters of the Qur'an. The basis in Arabic writing is that it completely

agrees with the pronunciation, without additions or subtractions. The Uthmani copy of the

Qur'an bypassed this basis in that there are many letters that are written inconsistently

with the way they are pronounced. This is because of a noble aim that will be explained

later.

The 'Uthmani copy of the Qur an, known in Arabic as j, - - « _ . has rules

pertaining to its inscription and pattern. The scholars of this field have divided them into

five rules They are:

1. Deletion

2. Addition

3. The hamzah

4. Exchange

5. Joined and Separated

I I

1. The Deletion Rule

The alif

The general rule of deletion is that the alif is eliminated from the u of calling, as in:

# from the -* of drawing attention, as in: * *: from the word t; (we. us,

* V *

our) if a pronoun or direct object follows it, demonstrated in: ^ 4, The alif is

a

also deleted in writing from the Glorious name of Allah. * wu'i •*. The following words

have Ihe alif eliminated in writing: « «J] *. 4 ^>-^1 V and 4 #. There is

elimination of the alif in wriling when following the letter exemplified in: * *.

- J* J
.

(f the alif is in between two of the letter A it is not wntten. as in: 4 jJJxJ I 4. There iis

elimination in writing of the alif of every regular female and male plural, shown in:

* and 4
t i

^ j * . Every plural that has the

comparative "weight" to has deletion of the alif in writing in the

ae
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Examples are: ^ and 4
, $,

<£ I *. Some numbers that have an alif in

them are written without the alif in the Qur'an: and 4
L^-*^

There are

others and there are exceptions to these rules, but these are the general rules for deletion

in writing of the alif. Note: The small little alifa at found in these words are part of the

enhancement to done later by scholars, and this is the reason that the alif

is small and detached from the word.

The frb

The it is deleted from every (word lhat e|1|ds in an original #**) whether it be

conjugated with or ^.asin; ^ "Vj

)

There is also deletion of the sW at the end in of some words, apart from some exceptions.

The following are some examples:

r f'
t

' j .,
1

f. € ^

* jLs 4 ® ®
'if

& ** I!** **

i >

The j'j

There is deletion of the *'• in writing if it occurs with another jij in the same word.

Examples are found in the following:

The ft

The letter is deleted from the writing if it is into another 'i'„ such as in the

words:

4 JJ15 4 4 <£$ 4

There are exceptions to this
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There are some cases of deletion that do nol follow a rule such as the alif in the word.

4£JUL.4. the in the name ° >__*
' j l #. and the • deleted in the following

\ ^ S -r

4 -
i

words:[ 11
|

«* p -Lj

j

#, [
24

| # JjaiJl aUI

* *

7*

i „ -rf'_ * -

6 |
4 ^I-Jl £4* fyi |

18 :>>
| 4 V

2 The Addition Rule *al3

An alif is added after a ;
* in a noun denoting plurality or a noun which has a rule of

plurality. Examples are;

.* -I

i j >*-L- 4w—iV '

>Jj? 1 V 4 ^

There is an extra alif added after a hamzah written on a •' *, This is exemplified in the

following:

# -0Jl3 ^ a i 4.
\ h3 -y /

An alif is also added in the following words: j # # jCj w* *W 1* /

These words with extra alifaat were discussed in the section on the special words for Hafs

(see pp 38-39).

4 b^jjajt *4 & 4 f.

A iU is added in the following words:

i X 4* iii) 4

|
34 >U*V’

]
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cU\l

^ C?—* o^j f

1 130 |

t% , f

i o* ^l?l o 1 J ^ ^

I
15

'

w-“^j*i ]

<*&

4O ojUilfj&X

(
6 :^'

I

4 © ^13 LUJIj >

[
47 :^jUJi

]
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i

3. The Hamzah Rule

+

The non-voweled hamzah (saakinah) oj*fh

The general rule for the hamzah is that if the hamzah is saakinah, it is written on the letter

corresponding to the vowel before it. This means if there is a ijJT on the letter before

the hamzah saakinah. the hamzah would be written on the letter as in: Lju I

;
if there

is a ^ on the letter before the hamzah saakinah. the hamzah would be written on the

Jn -

letter as in:^3 ]
;
and if there is a on the letter before a hamzah saakinah.

- „ * -V*
the hamzah would be written on an alif, as in: < L*LJ I. There may be some words

which are exempted from this rule.

p
r *

The voweled hamzah

If the hamzah is the first letter of the word and an extra letter is joined to the word at the

beginning, then the hamzah is always written on an alif, regardless of the vowel on the

- f : #
t f < f

^

hamzah, such as in:
, Jpu*,. OyvsL—.

w**
{*‘ H-

If the hamzah is in the middle of the word, it is then written on the letter that corresponds

to the vowel the hamzah has. a for a as in:
,
a *’* for a **j» as in;

>

>**J . ,
rf-

and an wjJ for a ^ as in: ,J L*,. There are some exceptions.

If the hamzah is at the very end of the word it is written on the letter that

corresponds to the vowel on the letter preceding it. If the vowel on the letter preceding the

hamzah (last letter of the word) is a y», then the hamzah will be written on an alif, Such

as in:
f
L«J , if the vowel on the letter preceding the hamzah has a and the

hamzah is the last letter of the word, the hamzah is written on the letter . as in:

**

;
if the letter preceding the hamzah has a ^*>,and Ihe hamzah is the last letter

*

*>\ t

of the word, then the hamzah is written on the letter y*, as in: There are

exceptions. If the letter before the hamzah is saakinah and the hamzah is the last letter

of the word, the hamzah is not written on anything, as in:
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i >^jVT& >. 4 rj# >

In all the rules for the hamzah there are sometimes many exceptions, so this should be

kept in mind when we see a word not following the rules laid oul in this section.

4 The Exchange Rule

In brief, the alif is written as a *' * for magnification in some words, for example: ojUsJl.

7* * * „
J

SjliJl, IjjJJl, except any exemptions.

The alif is written as a *U if the alif is changed from a tL in the original word, such as in:

i ' . ,
. r.'L'

and ^u^ILj.

Note that the dagger alif (*— -Jl') is not part of the ‘Uthmani writing, and that is the

reason for it being small and not attached to the word. The tooth is the *1.

The alif is also written as a tU in the following words:

" -* __ ^> Jt > > Jj j'

The letter Jv is written as an alif (with a tanween) in the lightly emphasized J*—, J *—
i)

£ * '

juTjdifound in two places in the Qur'an; <* # (Yusuf 32). # #

(Ai-'Aiaq 15), and is also written as an alif with a tanween in the word: 4 1 31 <*.

The female *U is written with the open —r
in some words of the Qur'an The words are:

written in some places as <**-*-> written sometimes as ijl ^ %j .

jj, i?
1

^ ^ ^
aIm} written as the word izt * <, i as 5^5 written with

^ Sr " * ’ J i
J*

*

a ft ; as in w^>-as \ " -
- 7- and I written as I. These words and

their location in the Qur'an have been detailed in the chapter on the female *U, pages 63-

75,
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5 The Joined and Separated Rule wua*J
'

>

There are some word combinations written together all the Lime and others some of the

£

time, there are others always written separately For example the words ijJ and are

sometimes written separately and sometimes joined, as in: 'if I
. Another example is the

words Li ,—* which are usually written joined Ia-i Put occasionally written

separately: L* These are just two examples of many cases of different word

combinations. This subject is covered in detail in the chapter on Separate and Joined

words, pp. 44-62.

The writing of the copy of the Qur'an was done in such a way that more than one way of

recitation could be employed from the same writing. Some alifaat. for example, were not

written m so that both ways of recitation used the same writing, and later small alifaat

were written in above the text for the recitation of the particular qira'ah or way of

recitation We can see this demonstrated in the fourth aayah of al-Faatihah:

* J ^ ,

In the recitation of Hafs 'an 'Aasim, we recite the word

41L, with an alif, but it is not written in the 'Uthmam writing, instead the small "dagger

alif" is used by scholars to denote the read alif. This word then is written to encompass
more than one way of recitation, those who do not read the word with an alif, and those

that do. Other examples would be the words ending with a female *u. but some ways of

recitation read the word in the singular form and others in the plural. The word was then

written with the open —: to encompass both ways of recitation. These words are

outlined in the chapter on the female *—* on pages 72-75, but a few examples are:

tr „ {

[ 50 ]
4 1

e aJLjP Jjj \ f,

1 6 :>ii
1 4 litp La£JjL AU'jS} 4.
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l ) TIh* Writing of the Noble Qur'an

Is the writing of the copy of the Qur'an undisputabte [immutable] or not?

The majority scholarly opinion

The majority scholarly opinion is that it is undisputabte and it is not allowed to violate it.

They use as evidence that the Prophet ,
,
had scribes that would write the revelation

and wrote the Qur'an with this type of writing The Messenger . ,
approved them in

their writing. The life of the Prophet .
.
passed and the Qur'an remained in this way of

writing without any changes or corrections. Instead it is shown that the Prophet laid

became the caliph after the Prophet's . death, and he wrote the Qur'an with the same

exact writing that was in the pages and leaves that have been inscribed at the time of

—
*> using that same way or writing All the companions of the Prophet agreed with

what Abee Bakr and 'Uthman did; may Allah be pleased with them all and none of them
violated this way of writing. There is no narration that any of the companions or the

followers after that suggested that the writing of the Qur'an be changed, instead the

'Uthmani writing of the Qur'an was respected and followed, and it was not modified or

changed.

In summary, the Messenger
,
approved this writing and the companions all agreed

upon it -and they were more than 12,000 in number. Later the Muslim community agreed

to use this same writing in the time of the taabi'een and the leaders after them. Following

the Prophet , is required in what he ordered or approved by orders from Allah, where

he said;

Say: Ifyou do love Allah, follow me; Allah will love you and forgive you your sms."

later will see many differences, so hold on to my way [my sunnah] and the way [the

sunnah] of the riqhtly guided caliphs after me, bite onto it with your molars." At-Tirmidhi,

5/2676.

May Allah grant that we follow the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammed

. and that we recite the Qur’an as it was revealed to our beloved Prophet , , in the

way that pleases our Lord, Allah, the Most Merciful. Ameen.

the constitution for writing of the revelation with the writing Of the Qur'an Abu Bakr,

revelation Later 'Uthman followed in being a caliph, and then copied the mushaf

The Prophel Muhammed . ,
said [translation of meaning), "Verily he who lives of you

End of the part three, the final part of Tajweed Rules of the Qur'an.
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Tajweed Rules of the Qur'an

Al-hamdu lillah, this is the third and final part of a three part series in English on the rules of

tajweed of the Qur’an for the recitation of Hafs from 'Aasim by the way of Ash-Shaatibiyyah.

These books are meant as a guide for non-Arabs with a good grasp of English for studying

tajweed of the Glorious Qur’an.

This final book explains the stop and start when reading the Glorious Qur'an, and gives

details as to what kind of stop is allowed, what kind preferred, and what kind of stop is

forbidden. Stopping on the ends of words with strong endings (consonants)and rules for

what is allowed on the last letter of the word is described, including (f ./> and rfU-y). Stopping

on the ends of words with weak endings {words ending in the alif, ya' or wow) and different

rules and explanations for these type of words is clarified. One important aspect of Qur'an

recitation is knowing and understanding which word combinations are written together and

which separately in different parts of the Qur’an as well as in which places of the Qur'an

are some words are written with the female and in which places they are written with

the This part lays out the different places in the Qu'ran these occurrences take place,

so the reader knows how he/she can stop on these words. The words that are read in

a special way, or have two allowed ways for the reading of Hafs from 'Aasim by the way of

Ash-Shaatibiyyah are detailed in this book. The history of the writing of the Glorious Qur’an

{_-,) and the general rules for the writing of the Qur’an are laid out in the last chapter of this

part.

This last part of the three parts on tajweed is for students who have studied and mastered the

other two parts, or have studied everything covered in the first two parts. The explanations

of the different subjects are in English, and the Arabic terms are translated. The goal is

always to assist the student in understanding and to encourage them to learn the Arabic

terms and definitions. The three parts of this series on tajweed rules of the Glorious Qur’an

should facilitate non-Arabic speaking students of the Qur’an whether they are in a classroom

with an Arabic medium for teaching or English.

With this third part completed, insha
1

Allah the non-Arab English speaking student of the

Qur'an will find a complete curriculum and explanation of the tajweed rules for the recitation

of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim from the way of Ash-Shatibiyyah in any classroom or study situation

that he/she may find themselves in. These three parts are only guidance; the real goal is

reciting and applying all the different rules correction which can only be done by reciting to

and being corrected by a qualified teacher of the Qur’an


